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Dt/ )'1 J.)? 
-EDICATION 
THE twenty-second volume of OLD GOLD is 
offered in dedication to the Future Iowa State 
Teachers College; a school greater than we in 
distinction of faculty; greater in facilities of 
work; greater in service. Such a school is 
made possible by the people of Iowa, who 
have given generous support; by the careful 
planning of the administration; and by the 
ever-shifting but constantly loyal student body. 
To all these factors, which bring the Greater 
Iowa State Teachers College to such a realiza-
tion, the 1928 OLD GOLD is dedicated 
VISION 
OuT of a small material beginning, 
known as a Seate Normal, has grown 
the mighty institution that we have 
today, Iowa State Teachers College. 
Splendid achievements have taken 
form in the passing year. The ex-
panding of the campus, the erecl:ing 
of new strucl:ures, the development 
of higher culture, all help to build 
the framework of a high tradition, a 
huge zeal, and an unconquering will 
to accomplish for Iowa State Teach-
ers College greater and even greater 
things. The ideal of perfecl:ion is 
the vision seen by the master builder. 
With such a thought was born the 
College that is today; from that same 
source will come the material to 
make possible our newer Vision -
The Iowa State Teachers 
College of Tomorrow 
OREWORD 
THE 1928 OLD GOLD breathes the glory 
of Iowa State Teachers College inspired 
by the vision of her future destiny. In 
building this year book it has been our 
purpose to portray the future in the rise 
of a new and greater college; to look 
into the past, and note how far along the 
road of progress we have come; to pause 
for a while at the cross road of the old 
and the new and view as a whole the 
many activities of the school. These have 
been our thoughts in making complete 
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Rugged of spirit, vigorous of frame, 
Descendant of the hardy pioneer; 
Steady of purpose and with vision clear 
He sensed the need of men with zeal aflame 
To give this youthful state a worthy name. 
Not sordid wealth which glitters while it dies; 
Not flattery which hypocr ites devise; 
A larger vision his, with never shame 
To mar its constant purpose, to prepare 
The forward looking youth \Yith motive high 
To know life's beauty and assume its care. 
The years have shown his wisdom and supply, 
In generous lives, the multitudes " ·ho share 
The blessings which his years exemplify. 
PRESIDENT HOMER H. SEER.LEY 
a!n t!Je ~emnry 
nf 
l}rnfessnr ~ury C!tumpbell 
Student and alumnus of the Iowa State Teachers Colkg 0 , 
Editor of the first college annual issued by this institution, 
Organizer and Head of the Department of Rural Educati::in, 
Loyal servant of the common people from whom he sprunr, 
Foremost advocate through the press and from the platform 
of the cause of equality of educational opportunity for th· 
boys and girls of the farm homes of Amer ica, 
Great teacher, 
Faithful friend, 
This section of the Old Gold is dedicated. 
I. H. H. 




928 0 L D GOLD 
OFFICERS OF ADl\1INISTRATION 
LESLIE I. READ 
M. Di., I. S. T.C. 
M. A., S. U. I. 
Dean of Men and 
Supervisor of Freshmen 
MARION McFARLAND 
WALKER 
B. A., I. S. T. C. 
Dean of ViTomen 
BENJAMIN BOARDMAN 
M. Di., I. S. T.C. 
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B. Ph., S. U. I. 
College Secretary 
ANNA R. WILD 
Executive Secretary 
ELIZABETH MAXWELL 
B. A., Penn 
M.A., S. U. I. 
Assistant Dean of \Vomen 
CHARLES s. CORY 
M. Di., I. S. T. C. 
B. s., s. u. I. 
Registrar and Examiner 
MARY E. HAIGHT 
Stout Institute 
Columbia University 
Head of Bartlett Hall 
JAMES E. ROBINSON 
Superintendent of Construction 
and of Buildings and 
Grounds 
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ANNE STUA RT D UNCAN 
H ead Librarian 
LIBRARY STAFF 
Second Row: I. Ehresman, \V, Brennan, M, Butler, J. Ferguson, R. Van Tuyl, M. McLaughlin 














D. SANDS WRIGHT 
DEPART.l\1ENT OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 




DEPARTMENT OF ART AND :MANUAL ART 
Second Row: Corle)• Conlon, H. G. Palmer, C. 11. Brnwn, Agnes B. Oofo, Bertha Patt 
First Row: C. H. Bailey, Miss Hazen, IIenrietta rr110rn ton, E ffi e Schuneman 
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928 
G. w. W ALTERS 
H ead 
0 L D GOLD 
l-I. L EELLS 
Assistant 11 ead 
DEPARTl\1ENT OF EDUCATION 
Fourth Row: J. R. Slacks, M. J. Nelson , .J. B. Paul , J. A. W il ey, JIL J. Wilcox, R. R. Hollingsworth, 
C. 0. Todd, E. '\V. Goetch, A. E. Br o,wn 
Third Row: C. " r· K line, F. . 0. Finkenbin der, Mrs. E. 'l'alcott, G. "\V. Wallen;, A. '\Vilmarth, Leila 
Wassom, E. C. Denny, H. A. Riebe 
Second Row: Mrs. M. Richardson, M. Wakefield, ]\fay Sm ith, E. Barber, Amy Arey, Mrs. M. Morton, 0. 
S. Hamer 
First Row: D. P. Phillips, II. S. Buffum, K. F. Nolte, J. W. Charles, II. L. Eells, R. 0. Williams, A. W. 
Hoyt 
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s. A. L YNCH 
H ead 
GOLD 
DE PARTlVIEN T OF EN GLISH 
Top Row: Miss Strayer, Miss Tuttle, Miss Gregg, Miss Lambert, Miss So~·enson, Miss Buxbaum. 
Middle Row: Mrs. Jacobsen, Miss Terry, :Miss :b., lorenre }7 reeman, Mrs. Jones, Miss Rohlf. 
Bottom Row: Mr. Fagan, Miss Falkler, Mr. Lynch , Miss Carpenter, Miss Slattery. 
Absent: Miss Martin, Miss Hogrefe, Miss Toms, Mr. Br in dley. 
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1 g 2 a 0 L D 
!RA S. CONDIT 
H ead 
0 OLD 
DEPARTMENT OF l\1ATHE1\1ATICS AND COMMERCE 
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Back Row : I . S . Condit, C. W. W ester. H. C. Cummin s, R. 0. Skar, G. R. Mach, R. D. Daugherty. 




L OUIS B EGE M AN 
H ead 
DEPAR'Tl\1ENT OF PHYSICS AND CHEl'v1ISTRY 
R . ,V. Getchell, S . P. Il e,·se)', L. Begeman , 0. B . Read, ,V. II. Kadesch 
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DEPARTMENT OF ORCHESTRAL MUSIC 
F. L. J\fcCrearr, Rolnnd Senright. 1~Llwnnl K urtz. Eclnnh IIopkins, r.1arlys Schwarck 
_/Ii A -
- --,:: -rw--_ 
928 OLD 
C. A. FULLERTON 
H ead 
0 OLD 
DE PARTMENT OF l\1USIC 
Back Row: Jessie Moore, 1V. E. Ha)·s, Irving 1V0He, C. A. Fullerton, Geo. 1V. Sampson, Luther A. 
Richman, Olive Barker. 
Front Row : Alpha Mayfield, Mrs. ElhrnUeth Schmidt, Naomi Evans, Rose Lena Ruegnitz, Alta Freeman . 
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M ERLE R. THOMPSON 
llead 
DEPARTl\1ENT OF SOCIAL SCIENCE 
Back Row: Mary B. Hunter, P. 1V. 1Vell born, Merle R. Thompson, H. ,T. O'Neill, ·warren Wallace. 
Fl'nnt Row: J. D. Gemmill, Sara Riggs, Carl IL Erbe, H. C. Cook, George Robinson. 
928 OLD 
EMMETT J. CABLE 
Jiead 
GOLD 
DEP.ARTl\IENT OF NATURAL SCIENCE 
Back R ow: "\\'inifred Gillw1·1, :.){:ir~u,?t·it e LHt le~·, 0. R. (' lal'k, -To·hn llodget-;, E .. J. Cable, H. 1~ . Rath. 
F ront Rolf : C~ ·,v. L:intz, .\li so n _\it clirnon, R eh ·a Swalwell , \\Tinfic>ld Scott, Vera Ri g-don , Roy Abbot. 
I 
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DEPARTMENT OF R01\1ANCE LANGUAGE 
Homer C. ITndclox, llfarr .L Shon, Isabel '!'homes, Mildred D;·er, I. L. Liilehei 
• g 2 a OLD 
F RAN K I VA~ MER CHANT 
Head 
0 OLD 
DEPARTl\1ENT OF LATIN, GREEK, AND GER1\1AN 






ANNA LEE LEGGETT 
1/ead 
DEPARTl\1ENT OF HOl\lE ECONOJ\1ICS 
~\_nna Lee Leggett, )Iiss Dillon , Ine1. Radell, Bernice .i\ ll en, Luella Overn 
11 
928 
Ev.\ MAY LUSE 
1-feod 
DEPARTl\1ENT OF TEACHING 
Ji'nurth Row: .Jackson. Starr, 11:inson, Preston, Best, Kyle. Findler, V{irke ns, T-iendrick. 
:l1hir(l Rou·: Killey, ,vaters, Anderson, Iversen, Peterson, Robinson, Ca ldwell , Lighter, Fo rd . 
Second, Ro w: SchneidPr, Di •telbess, H earst, Kearne:v, SwaHow, rr110mas, \Vhee1er, Pollock. 
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Second Row •: F. E. Fuller, H. C. Moeller, F. D. Cram, E. L. Ritter. 
First Row : I. II. H art, Ida Iluglin, Lou Shepherd, A. C. Fuller, Jr. 
928 OLD 
MONICA R. \VILD 
I-lead 
0 OLD 
DEPARTlVIENT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
FOR WOl\1EN 
Back Row : Grace Van Kess, Rhea ·wahle, DoTothy Michel, Dorothy Humiston, Harriette Egan. 
Pirst Row: Marjorie Adams, Man de :Moore, Monica \Vild, Doris VVhitc, L. Geneice Hoffman, 
:Mueller. 
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0 L D 
L. L. ME);DE:--'HALI. 
DEPARTl\1ENT' OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR l\1ErJ 
L. J.i. Mendenhall. A. Dickinson, Lawrence \Vhitford, Paul BendPr 
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B . . /.; Primary Education 
hakespearean ; \Vorld Fellow-
,hip League; College Choir. 
\VILLIAM BRIETSKE 
Waterloo 
B. A.; Manual A1·/s 
Craftsman's Gui ld. 
:'.\lYREL BURK 
Waterloo 
R . . I.; Biological Science 
Kappa Delta Pi; Ossoli; Biology 
Cluh; Short Story Club; Y. W. 
C. A. Cabinet; Kappa Delta Pi 
Scholarship; Committee of 17. 
'26 and '27; Iowa Academy of 
Science; America n Association 
for Advancement of Science. 
RAYMOND BusHGENs 
Remsen 
B. S.; M anual Arts 
.-\ri;to; Troubadors. 
HAZEL IRENE BAKER 
Ottumwa 
B. A.; Physical Education 
Ossoli Society; W. A. A.; Shield 
C'luh; Camp Fire Girls. 
RACHEL BrsTERFELT 
Cedar Falls 
B. ;/ .; E11glislt 
Y. W . C'. A.; English Club. 
ELIZABETH BROWER 
Waterloo 
B. A.; Physical Education 




B. A.; Public School Music 
Bel Canto Glee Club. 
RuTI-r IRENE BusBY 
Dodge Center, Minn. 
B. A.; Critic Training 
Alpha; Cornell College 1923; 
Y. \V. C. A . ; Delta Gamma 





B . A.; E11glish 
Engli sh Club; Y. W. 
College Eye Reporter. 
" I hold that it becomes 
to uursr despair." 
C. A.; 
110 1lltl1l 
V. R. CARSTENSEN 
B. A.; Covrrmnent 
Philo; Hamilton Club; Play 
Craft Club. 




B. A.; English 
Kappa Delta Pi; Neo; Inter-
collegiate Debate '25-'26; Eng-
lish Club; Forensic League; Y. 
\V. C. A.; Bartlett Hall House 
Council. 
"K11owledgr comes, but wisdom 
lingers." 
ESTHER FAY COCHRAN 
Lorimor 
R. A.; Mathematics 
I-Io mer i an ; Delta Gamma 
Lambda; Y. \V. C. A.; Mathe-
matics Club. 
"A maiden never bold, 
.1 spirit still and quiet." 
VIOLA COOLEY 
Clinton 
B . . '1.; Public School Music 
Ossoli; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet; 
\V. A. A.; Euterpean Glee Club. 
"A pleasant, happy soul." 
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EvEL YN CARLSON 
Madrid 
B. A.; Physical Education 
W. A. A.; Shield Club. 
"I'll be merry and free, I'll be 
sad' for naebody." 
HELEN CHAMBERS 
Corwith 
B. A.; Tlistory 
Shakespearean; Aeolian Glee 
Club. 
"And who that knew her could 
forget 
The busy wrinkles rou11d Im 
eyes?" 
DoN CLIKEMAN 
Parker, S. D. 
11. , / .; Biology 
President Student Council; \'ice-
President Student Council; Pres-
ident Minnesingers; President 
Troubadours; Y. M. C. A.; 
College Band. 
"fl man whose judgment clear 




11. A.; Physical Education 
Neotrophian; W. A. A.; Shield 
Club; Life Saving Co rps. 
"Pep, Puuch, and Persona/ii)'." 
RussELL CRABTREE 
Clarion 
B. S.; Physical Training 
Alpha Theta Beta; Y. M. C. A. 
"Come what will, I've sworn ii 




B . . I.; Englis!t 
Jrl'ing; English Club; Art 
League; C. S. A. 
"For srnse and g1tde taste site'/[ 
c,ic v.:itl, the best." 
Boi\'ITA DAMMAN 
Sanborn 
B. ,I.; llistory 
Euterpean Glee Club. 
"I mrrry girl and trne ' tis 
told." 
: UILTON DELZELL 
Morning Sun 
B. S.; Coaching and /I thletics 
Alpha Theta Beta; Football '26-
'27; Inter-fraternity Council '26-
'27; Alpha Theta Beta President 
Fall '27; T. C. Club '26, '27, 
'28. 
"I am 11aebody's lord, I'll be 
slave to 11aebody." 
~IARGUERITE DOUBLER 
Warren, Ill. 
B. If.; IIom e Economics 
Ellen Richards Club; Mt. Mor-
ri, College 192+; M. M. C. 
Orchestra; Forensic League; 
llome Economics Club. 
"This life has joys for you and 
J,n 
JOHN FABRICK 
Park Rapids, Minn. 
B. A.; Speech 
Theta Alpha Phi; Chi Pi 
Theta; Aristo; Playcraft Club; 
Engli,h Club; Debate ; College 




JI. //.; Matlte111atics 
Chresto; Life Savings Corps. 
" I'll act ,with pr1tdeuce as jar's 
I' 111 able." 
HAROLD DAVIDSEN 
Ringsted 
B. S.; M a111tal /I rts 
Alpha Delta Alpha; L. S. A. 




B. //.; French 
College Band; College Orches-
tra. 




R. S.; Hom e E co nomics 
Pi Tau Phi; Ellen Richards 
Club; Bel Canto Glee Club. 
"S ite ltas a kind word for every-
body, 
A11d everybody ltas a kind 
word for lter." 
KATHERINE FARRELL 
Luzerne 
B. A.; English 
Kappa Delta Pi; C. S. A.; 
English Club. 
"With ltonest pride I scorn each 
selfish eud, 
My dearest ueed a friend's 




B. //.; Physics 
Arista· Vice-President of Square 
and c'ompass Club. 
::\lAYi\lE FERGUSON 
Barnes City 




B. ,l.; //rt 
In·ing; Art League. 
GLADYS FRANTZ 
Grundy Center 
R .. !.; English 
Ossoli; English Club; Bel 
Canto Glee Club. 
ROBERT FULLER 
Cedar Falls 
B. J-1 .; Public S faPaki11g 
Chi Pi Theta; Delta Sigma 
Rho; Aristo; Hamilton Club; 
Playcraft Club; Forensic 
League President; English Club; 
Debate; Trouhador; College 
Band; College Orchestra; "New 





R. A.; Mathemati cs 
EVELYN" FINDLEY 
Sac City 
B .. ·I.; Critic Trai11i11q 
EDITH FORD 
Manhattan, Mont. 
B. A.; Critic Trai11i11q 
Phi Sigma Phi; Kappa Delta 
Pi; Zeta; English Club. 
HOWARD FREY 
Greenfield 
R . . ·/.; llislory 
CARRIE C. GrLLASPY 
Cedar Falls 
B. ,l.; Biology 
CLARA GEUDER 
Guttenberg 
JJ .• l.; Public School Music 
0ssoli; Cecil ian Glee Club; 
Choral Society; Forensic 




B . . /.; Education 
.\. X. E.; i ·. M. C. A. 
BETHEL HAAS 
Garrison 
B . . J. ; Primary 
C'hresto. 
l\Irnx A HANSEN 
Center Junction 
B .. ·I. ; Primary 
W. A. A.; Euterpean Glee Club. 
HAROLD HARTMAN 
Eddyville 
JJ. A.; Mathematics 
Xanho; Philo; Y. M. C. A.; 
Sports Editor of College Eye; 
Intramural Basketball '26, '27; 
Mathemati c, Club; Varsity 
Track '26; Varsity Basketball 
'27, '28; T. C. Club. 
MARJORIE GODBY 
Earlham 
B. A.; Primary Education 
Alpha Gamma Delta; Coe Col-
lege; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet. 
PETER GROCHOWSKI 
Sioux City 
B. A.; Physical Training 
Alpha Theta Beta; C. S. A.; 
Football '27-'28 · Wrest! ing '25, 
'26, · '27, '28; President Senior 
Class; T. C. Club. 
HAZEL HAMILTON 
Independence 
B. A.; Education 
ACNES HANSON 
Story City 
B. A.; English 




B. A.; Physical Education 
Ossoli; W. A. A.; Hockey Sport 
Manager; Y. Vi' . C. A. Cabi-
net; Camp Fire. 
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:.\l.\RY ELLEN HENDRICK 
Primghar 
Ji . . I.; Criric Training · 
Eulalian (president); Inter-
society Debate '26; Intercoll e-
giate Debate '26, '27; Y. \V. 
c . .-\. 
" li er hrarl was warm, /;e1re,vo-
lr11/, and good." 
EvA HERNDON 
Cedar Falls 
B . . I. ; Critic Training 
Shakespearean; · VV. A. A.; Y. 
W. C. A. 
'' If the virtues wt•re packed in 
a parrPI, 
lfrr <u:orlh might hr sample 
for a'.n 
PALMER Hou, rs 
Hudson 
R . . I.; Physical Scirnce 
Lambda Camma Nu· Aristo · 
Y. M. C. A. Cabinet; 'Presiden; 
Senior Class; Business Manager 
t:ollegr Eye; Pan - Hellenic 
Council; Inter-society Debates; 
Pre,ident Lambda Gamma Nu. 
··statrly and tall, he 1/lO'IJeS 
1hro11glt tltr Ital/." 
GLADYS HoRKBAKER 
Cedar Falls 
JJ . • I .; Critic Training 
Xeotrophian; President Kapp:1 
Delta Pi; Hamilton Club. 




JJ . . I .; Physical Education 





R . . I .; T:nglish 
Shakespearean; English Club; 
Euterpean Glee Club; Choral 
Union; Y. V.' . C. A. 
"Glad al hNirl from 1"\!I,ay to 
]\fay." 
;\!l1LDRED H ERRLING 
Charles City 
JI . . 1.; Economics 
Pi Gamma Mu; Alpha; Delta 
Gamma Lambda. 
"She is simplicity's child." 
\VILLARD HOL:\[AN 
Waterloo 
B. II.; llistory 
Alpha Chi Epsilon; Pi Gamma 
Mu; Square and Compass Club; 
T. C. Club: \ ' ice-President 
Senior Class; Football '23, '25; 
Basketball '23, '2+, '25, '27. 
" fJPSpising worlds with all their 
wrai th, as nnpty, idle care." 
HELEN M. HOSKINS 
Orient 
B. , 1.; Matl,e11wtics 
Cliosophic; Y. W. C. A.; Math-
ematics Club. 
"So s0JJee/ of /1•111per that the 
very stars shine sofl upon 
hf'r." 
CHARLOTTE AucE Hm,TER 
l\1aquoketa 
B. , I.; Fnglislt 
Y. W. C. A.; Charter Member 
and First President of Chresto-
mathian Society 1901 and 1902; 
I. S. N. S.; B. Di. 1902. 
" IV ho lovr.< not knowledge ?" 
LISLE INNES 
Reinbeck 
B. A.; JJome Economics 




B. rl.; Biological Science 
Phi Omega Pi; Euterpean Glee 
Club; Biology Club. 
GLADYS E. JOHNSTON 
Plainfield 
B. A.; Music 
ELEANOR KELLEY 
Cedar Falls 
B. 11.; Public Scliool Music 
Delphian; Bel Canto Glee Club. 
VERA KELLOGG 
Alden 
11. A.; English 
Phi Sigma Phi; Theta Alpha 




B. A.; Pllblic Speaking 
Philo Critic; Minnesinger '25, 
'26, '27, '28, Business Manager 
'28; Choral, "Messiah"; Hamil-
ton Club President; Inter-Society 
Debate; Inter-Collegiate Debate 
'27, '28; Oratorical Contest '27, 
'28; Gospel Team '26, '28; Y. 
M. C. A. 
CLEM ]EWELL 
Cedar Falls 
B. A.; Pllblic Speaking 
Alpha Chi Epsilon; President 
Pep Club; Playcraft Club; Pan-
Hellenic '26, '27, '28; Minne-
singer; Oratorical Contest; Dra-
matic Contest; Choral, "Jubilee 
Pageant," "Smiling Through," 
"The Family Upstairs." 
KERMIT KAISER 
Cedar Falls 
B. A.; Go'Vernment 
Debate; Alpha Delta Alpha; Pi 
Gamma Mu; English Club; 
Y. M. C. A. 
FAYE KELLEY 
Cedar Falls 
B. A.; Physical Education 









B. II.; Pl,ysical Education 
Phi Omega Pi; Eulalian; Presi-
dent Y. W. C. A.; W. A. A.; 
Bartlett Hall House Council. 
"Swn t it is to /,a'Ve done tl,e 
tl,i11g one ougl,t." 
GLADYS M. KLUEVER 
Atlantic 
R. II.; Matl, ematics 
Eulalian; Kappa Delta Pi. 
''llowe'er it be, it seems to me, 
'Tis only noble lo be good." 
ESTHER KNOER 
Whitten 
B. II.; Matl,ematics 
'Alpha; Life Saving Corps ; 
Mathematics Club; W. A. A.; 
Biology Club. 
" Gently com es tl, e world to 
tl,ose 
T/,a/ are cast i11 grntle mold." 
LUCILLE LAWLER 
Mason City 
B. II.; English 
Mason City Junior College; 
Hom erian; College Orchestra. 
" My mirth and good-lm111our 
are coin in my pouc/,." 
RUTH LEAVITT 
Cedar Falls 
B. A. ; English 
Shakespearean; English Club; 
Y. W. C. A. 
"Mucl, mirtl,, and 110 madness, 




B. II.; Economics 
Alpha Theta Beta. 
"I-I e knows a tl,ousand things." 
ARNOLD H. KNIEF 
Ionia 
B. II.; Earth Science 
"Tl,r sun a backward cours, 
s/,a/1 take, 




B. S.; Comm erce 
Kappa Theta Psi; Alpha; Plav· 
craft Club; Women's Debate 
Team. 
"Tl,ou art a queen." 
MARY LEARY 
Waverly 
B. A. ; Biological Science 
Irving Society. 
"None nam ed /, er but to praise." 
KATHRYN LEITHA 
Waverly 
B. A.; Economics 
Irving; Y. W. C. A. 




R. A.; Mathematics 
llomerian; Aeolian Glee Club; 
Choral Union; Biology Club; 
L. S. A.; Mathematics Club. 
MARJORIE LOOl\1IS 
Waterloo 
B. A.; History 
~u Omicron Nu Sigma Phi; 
Kappa Delta Pi. 
)I" ELLIE LOUGHRIDGE 
Delta 
B. A.; Primary Education 
Y. W. C. A. 
HILDA MARTZAHN 
Greene 
B. A.; English 
Delta Sigma Rho President; 
Kappa Delta Pi; Zeta President; 
English Club; Hamilton Club; 
L. S. A.; Senior Class Secretary; 




B. A.; Primary Education 
Kappa Delta Pi; Phi Omega 
Pi. 
Ev A :MAE LIVINGSTON 
Cedar Falls 




B. A.; Mathematics 
Mathematics Club. 
MRS. MASON LOWE 
Earlville 
B. A.; Dramatics ' 
Ossoli; Euterpean Glee Club· 
Choral Union; English Club; 
Playcraft Club; Y. W. C. A. 
HARRY MACON 
Washington 
B. S.; Physical Education and 
Coaching 
Xanho; Football '24, '25, '26, 
'27; President T. C. Club; Cap-
tain Football '26. 
JosEPH L. McCONNELL 
Cedar Falls 
B. A.; IJistory 
Page 51 
.. 
MARTHA A. MEYER 
Readlyn 
B. A.; English 
Homerian; English Club; Y. W. 




B. A.; IIistory 
CHARLES MOORE 
Havelock 
B. S.; Manual Arts 
Kappa Delta Pi. 
BERNICE C. NORDMARK 
Fort Dodge 
B. A.; Primary 
Chrestomathian ; Y. W. C. A.; 
English Club; Forensic League; 




B. A.; Chemistry 




B. A.; Mathematics 




B. A.; History 
Y. W. C. A.; 'Biology Club. 
DORIS NELSON 
Rudd 
B. A.; Physical Education 
Phi Sigma Phi; Clio; Orchesis; 
vV. A. A.; Inter-Sorority Coun-
cil President; Shield Club; Life 
Saving Corps; Camp Fire. 
GRACE LEE NORDMARK 
Fort Dodge 
B. A.; French 
Chrestomathian; English Club; 
Y. W. C. A.; Fort Dodge Junior 
College '24, '25. 
ARLINE ORR 
Cedar Falls 
B. S.; Home Economics 
Homerian; Ellen Richards Club; 
Y. W. C. A. 
Lours ORR 
Cedar Falls 
B. S.; Co111111ercial 
Xanho; T. C. Club; Football 
'2+ '25 '26 '27 · Wrestling '25 
126: '27: '28: ' , 
L. D. PATTEN 
Traer 
Lambda Gamma Nu; Minne-
singer; Choral Union; Y. M. 
C. A. 
ANNA M. PETERSEN 
Kimballton 
B. A.; Mathe111atics 
L. S. A.; L. S. A. President '24, 
'25; Cecilian. 
RALPH R. PETERSEN 
Cedar Falls 
B. A.; Eco110111ics 
Lambda Gamma Nu; Aristo; 
President Junior Class; Chair-
man of Committee of '27 Wash-
ington Ball; Social Science 
Club; Y. M. C. A.; Business 
Manager of 1928 OLD Gorn. 
l\fARGARET PORTER 
Cedar Falls 
B. A.; Physical Education 
Clio; Orchesis; Cecilian; Shield 




B. /I.; Public School Music 
Alpha; Bel Canto Glee Club; 
Choral Union; Biology Club. 
HELEN FAY PEARSON 
Springville 
B . A.; Mathe111atics 
Homerian; Mathematics Club; 








B. A.; Physical Education 
Phi Sigma Phi; Delphian; W. 




B. A.; C,·itic Training 





B. S.; IIom e Economics 
Delphian; Ellen Richards Club. 
"As merry as the day is long." 
BERTHA ROBINSON 
Manchester 
B. A.; CriJic Training 
Ossoli; Y. \V. C. A. 
"True as !he echo to the sound." 
RUTH ROCKWELL 
La Grange, Ill. 
B. A.; English 
Shakespea rean; English Club; 
Short Story Cl uh. 
"Serenity hovers about her." 
HucH SEABURY 
Bloomfield 
B. A.; Public Speaking 
Delta Sigma Rho; Debate; 
Theta Alpha Phi; Dramatic 
Contest; "The Square Peg"; 
"The Family Fpstairs"; Presi-
dent Y. M. C. A.; Hamilton 
Club; Playcraft Club; Philo: 
Philo President '27; Committee 
of Seventeen; Religious Council. 
Lors SEVERIN 
Cedar Falls 
B. A.; Physical Education 
V. 0. V.; Sigma Phi; Clio; W. 
A. A.; Orchesis; Life Saving 
Corps; Shield Club. 
"A cl,eery smile, a pleasant way, 





B. A.; Economics 
Philo. 
" II e ,was a gentleman on whom 
l built an absolute trust." 
DOROTHY ROBINSON 
Colo 
B. A.; IIistory 
Y. W. C. A. 




B. A.; Earth Science 
Lambda Gamma Nu; Playcrafc 
Club; Y. M. C. A. 
"IIas wit and sense and a' that." 
l\lIARIE SELLE 
Grinnell 
B. A.; Economics 
Delphian. 




B. A.; Economics 
Clio; Y. W. C. A-; L. S. A. 
"Hollow smile and frozen sn1:,·r 
Come not /,ere." 
K\THRYN RUTH SKEMP 
Dubuque 
B . . /.; Primary 
Alpha; Y. W. C. A.; Aeolian 
Clee Club. 
"Thy mild deep eyes upraised 
I 11d I he r/ear spirit shi11i11g 
through." 
L. w ,.\YNE SMITH 
Laurel 
B . . /.; Educatio11 
Lambda Gamma Nu; Theta 
Alpha Phi; Aristo; Y. M. C. 
A.; Playcraft Club; Debate; 
Dramatic Contest; "The Maker 
of Dreams"; "The Square Peg"; 
"New Brooms." 
".In actor will happen i11 the 
best regulated families." 
EFFIE STEWART 
Waterloo 
B . . /.; Public School 'Music 
Kappa Delta Pi; Bel Canto Glee 
Club; Choral Union; Girls 
Band; Y. W. C. A. 
"Wearing all that weight of 




B. A.; English 
Phi Sip;ma Phi; Zeta; Student 
Council. 
"So light of foot, so light of 
spirit." 
Lo Is Sw ALLOW 
Valley Junction 
B. A.; Critic Traini11g 
Theta Gamma Nu; Zeta. 
"Sae white her teeth, sae sweet 
her mouth." 
LEE T. Si\lILEY 
Garrison 
B. A.; Art 
Philo; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet '27, 
'28; OLD GOLD Art Editor '24, 
'27, '28; Track '24; Art League; 
President Square and Compass 
Club '28. 
"A social, friendly, honest man." 
PRISCILLA SOUTHGATE 
Algona 
B. A.; Physical Education 
Phi Sigma Phi; Life Saving 
Corps; W. A. A. 
"Yearni11g for the larg e excite-




B. A.; Physical Education 
Eulalian; W. A. A.; Executive 
Council W. A. A.; Y. W. C. A. 
"There's la11guage in her eyP, 




B. A.; Music 
I-Iomerian; Theta Alpha Phi; 
Cecilian Glee Club; Playcraft 
Club; " Icebound"; "Family Up-
stairs"; Oratorical Contest. 
"Thinks a11d speaks for herself." 
IRENE V. SWEDBERG 
Nora Springs 
B. A.; English 
English Club. 
"Self-r e'Verence, self - knowledge 
self-co11trol." 
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ELMER B. TABER 
Cedar Falls 
B. //.; Cfte111istry 
Alpha Theta Beta. 
"Untouclt'd wit!t any sftade of 
yeai-s, 




B. //.; Che111istry 
"Perpetual effort is ·the price of 
gain." 
RUTH E. TREMAIN 
Marathon 
B. //.; Primary 
Art League. 
"// courage to endure and to 
obey." 
RUTH w. TURKINGTON 
Wyman 
B. //.; llistory 
Shakespearean; Delta Gamma 
Lambda. 
"Tfte blitftest bird upon the bus!, 




B. A.; Commei-ce 
Pi Tau Phi; I-Iomerian; College 
Orchestra; Y. Vil, C. A. 
"Site has the truest, kindest 
heart." 
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VERNE J. TANSEY 
Faribault, Minn. 
B. //.; Education 
Lambda Gamma Nu; Philoma-
thean; Y. M. C. A.; Square and 
Compass Club. 
"Ile worhs !,is work." 
ELLIEN GERTRUDE TJADEN 
Woden 
B. //.; Biology 
Ossoli; Y. vV. C. A.; Biology 
Club; Westminister Fellowship 
Guild. 
"Her look was like t!te morning's 
eye 
Her air like Nature's 'Vernal 
s111ile." 
OLIVER L. TRYGG 
McGregor 
B. //.; Go'Vern111ent 
Y. M. C. A. 




B. //.; English 
Delphian; English Club; Pi 
Tau Phi; Historian; Delphian 
President '27; Forensic League ; 
Art League; W. A. A.; Bartlett 
Hall House Council. 
"Fait!,ful, gentle and good, 




B. /1.; English 
Delta Gamma Lambda Presi-
dent; Alpha; English Club. 
"// pillar steadfast in f/, e storm." 
DAVID C. WARD 
Red Oak 
B. A.; Earth Science 
Lambda Gamma Nu; Wrest-
ling '24. . 
"The stern were mild when thou 
wert by." 
DONALD D. WEBBER 
Lester 
B. S.; Coaching 
Alpha Theta Beta; Baseball '25, 
'26, '27, '28; T. C. Club; Presi-
dent Inter-Fraternity Council; 
Student Council; Minnesinger. 
"Eq1er a friend in need." 
GRACE WESGAARD 
Tekamah, Neb. 
B. A.; Mathematics 
Alpha; Mathematics Club. 
"IIer friends best know lier true 
worth." 
\T. AGNES WESSLING 
Arcadia 
B. A.; Mathematics 
C. S. A.; Librarian; Mathe-
matics Club. 
"A deedful life, a silent 'Voice." 
EDWARD M. WILER 
Cedar Falls 
B. A.; Earth Science 
Philomathean. 
"The friend of man, the friend 
of truth." 
RUSSELL ,i\T. WASHBURN 
Farnhamville 
B. S.; A griwlture 
"No wealth is like a quiet mind." 
CHAUNCEY M. WELCH 
Redwood Falls, Minn. 
B. A.; Economics 
Alpha Chi Epsilon; T. C. Club; 
Football; Pan-Hellenic Council. 
"IIe's the poor man's friend in 
need, 




B. A.; Englis/1 
C. S. A.; English Club. 
"It's guid to be honest an' trite." 
HOWARD WHITCOMB 
Redwood Falls 
B. A.; Natural Science 
A. X. E.; Junior Class Presi-
dent, Y. M. C. A. 
"The glass of fashion, the mode 
of form." 
E. CHRISTINE WILKEN 
Odebolt 
B. A.; English 
Irving President; Sophomore 
Class President; Playcraft Club; 
W. A. A.; Y. W. C. A.; L. S. 
A.; Forensic League; Bartlett 
Hall House Council '25, '26; 
English Club; Hamilton Club; 
Asaha Camp Fire. 
"Thou hast wit, and fun, and 
fire." 
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VERA MA·Y WINTER 
Villisca 
B. II.; Physical Education 
Delphian; W. A. A.; Y. W. 
C. A.; House Council Member. 
"She'll be a credit to us all." 
MARGARET WOLFF 
Ionia 
B. II.; Eng/isl, 
Kappa Delta Pi; Theta Alpha 
Phi; Ossoli; Editor College Eye; 
Playcraft Club; English Club; 
Oratorical-Declamatory Contest; 
L. S. A. ; Y. W. C. A. ; Choral 
Union; "New Brooms"; "The 
Copperhead"; "Icebound." 




B. II.; IIome Eco110111ics 
Nu Omicron Nu Sigma Phi; 
Alpha; Life Savings Corps; 
Ellen Richards Club; Playcraft 
Club; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet '26, 
'27; Editor of 1928 OLD GOLD. 
"Paint 111e as I am." 
RUTH ZIEKE 
Indianola 
B. II.; P!tysical Education 
Delphian; vV. A. A.; Orchestra. 




Public School Music 
Zetalethean; Euterpean Glee 




B. S.; IJome Eco110111ics 
Homerian; Ellen Richards Club; 
C. S. A. 
"Your words have virtue." 
WILMA WOODRING 
\Vaverly 
B. A.; Public School Music 
Delphian; Euterpean Glee Club; 
W. A. A.; Choral Union. 
ELSIE 1\1. YEAROUS 
Elgi,, 
B. II.; Eartl, Science 
Neotrophian; Y. W. C. A. 
"I-Jig!, erected thoug!tts seated in 
a !tear/ of courtesy." 
DORIS ANDERSON 
Sumner 
Public School Music 




Public School Music 
Cliosophic President; Simpson 
College; Aeolian Glee Club; 
Euterpean Glee Club; W. A. 




Public School Music 
Delta Phi Delta; President of 
Irving Society '25; Bel Canto 
Glee Club; President of Public 
School Music Class '24, '27; 
Cecilian Glee Club; Choral 
l'nion; Playcraft Club; "The 
Family Upsta irs"; Reporter to 
Colleqe Eye; College Choi r. 
SARA HARRIS 
Dana 




Public School Music 
Clio; Bel Canto; Cecilian; 
Choral Union; "Messiah" '25, 
'26, '27; "Elijah" '28; Y. W. 
C. A.; L. S. A.; Cl ass Presi-
dent; Student Council; College 
Eye Reporter. 
HAZEL R. RAPP 
Paton 
Public School Music 
College Choir; Bel Canto. 
VIOLA RusT 
Goodell 
Public School 'Music 
Shakespearean; Euterpean Glee 
Club; Choral Un ion ; College 




Public School Music 
Delta Gamma Lambda; Euter-
pean; Bel Canto Glee Club; 
Vice-President Class; OLD GOLD 
Representative. 
]ANETTE ] AEGER 
Brandon 
Public School Music 
Chresto. 
MYRTLE KLEIST 
La Porte City · 




Public School Music 
Shakespearean; Cecilian Glee 
Club. 
RUTH G. SHIMP 
Hull 
Public School Music 
Neotrophian; Cecilian Glee 
Club; Y. W. C. A.; Forensic 




Public School Mttsic 
Theta Gamma Nu; Euterpean; 
Bel Canto; College Choir. 
HELEN M. w AGGONER 
Bloomfield 
Public School Music 
Y. ~ r. C. A.; Bel Canto Glee 
Club; Choral Union; College 
Choir; W . A. A. 
RUTH WOOD 
Davenport 
Public School Music 
Kappa Theta Psi; Zetalethean; 
Freshman Commission; Y. W. 
C. A . Cabinet; Bel Canto; Ce-
cilian; College Choir; Choral; 
Inter-Sorority Council; Bartlett 
Hall Council. 
RUTH E . ANDERSON 
Cedar Falls 
Primary 




Y. W. C. A.; Delta Gamma 
Lambda; Aeolian Glee Club. 
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ANN A MARIE Voss 
Sibley 
B. A.; Public School Music 
Alpha Beta Gamma; Bel Canto 
Glee Club; Choral Union; Y. 
W. C. A. 
FRIEDA :MARIE WILLE 
Waterloo 
Public School Music 




Eulalian Society ; College Choir; 




Neotrophian; Euterpean Glee 
Club; Ladies Band. 












EDITH BRANN AN 
Sigourney 
Primary 
Theta Gamma Nu ; Freshman 




Zetalethean; Y. W. C. A. 
TRULA L. Cox 
Newton 
Primary 








p A ULINE BROWN 
Glen Ellyn, Ill. 
Primary 



















ABBIE DE N EUI 
Waterloo 
Primary 






LA URA FOSTER 
Ida Grove 
Primary 





Alpha; Y. W. C. A. 







Delta Phi Delta. 
MARY V. FLANAGAN 
Williamsburg 
Primary 




Chresto; C. S. A.; W. A. A.; 
Y. Vil. C. A. 
LI VILLA FREDRICKSON 
New Hartford 
Primary 
Delta Phi Delta; Shakespear-
ean. 
HELEN L. GILLHAM 
Radcliffe 
Primary 
Phi Omega Pi; Shakespearean; 
















Phi Omega Pi ; Sophomore 
Council; Chresto. 
MARIAN E. GITT 
Rock Island, Ill. 
Primary 




Y. \V. C. A.; Camp Fire Girls. 
E. ROSALIE GREENWALT 
Manly 
Primary 









































Y. W . C. A.; Bartlett Hall 































EDNA MAY LATTA 
Cedar Falls 
Primary 


















VERN A C. MILROY 
Manchester 
Primary 













Phi Omega Pi; I-Iomerian; Ho-
merian President; Biology Club; 
Y. \V. C. A .; Playcrafr Club; 
Presbyterian Student Council. 
BEATRICE McT ADZEN 
Rolfe 
Pri111ary 







Langford, S. Dak. 
Primary 




















Neotrophian; Euterpean Glee 












CARROL M. PILCHER 
Ida Grove 
Primary 





Y. W. C. A. 
LOREN A RICHARDS 
Shell Rock 
Primary 

























Neotrophian; Y. W. C. A. 
ELIZABETH R. SMITH 
Le Mars 
Primary 
MILDRED L. STAMMER 
Belle Plaine 
Primary 
Irving; L. S. A.; Y. W. C. A.; 



















ANN A STEUSSY 
Irvington 
Primary 
























Tau Sigma Delta; Clio; Y. W. 
C. A. Cabinet; Freshm an Com-

























ARLINE WHITE HILL 
Shenandoah 
Primary 





















Shakespearean; Y. W. C. A.; 
\\'. A. A.; Choral Union; Aeo-
lian Glee Club. 
Theta 
S. A. 
R U TH YOUNG 
Cedar Falls 
Pri111ary 

















Delphian; W. A. A.; Y. W . 
C. A. 
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Pi Theta Pi. 




ESTHER M. BLOOM 
Winfield 
Elementary 








Neo; Y. W. C. A. 
HELEN M. BROWN 
Clinton 
Elementary 
Y. \V. C. A. ; Freshman Com-
m1ss1on; Sophomore Council; 
Shakespearean; Shakespearean 
President v\Tinter '27, '28. 
JANICE G. BUXTON 
Morse Mills, Mo. 
Elementary 





































FERN L. CROM 
Hampton 
Ele11Ze11tary 
Clio; W. A. A.; Euterpean Glee 












































o,,oli; W. A. A.; President of 
Cla•s. 
GRACE E. FLEMING 
Waterloo 
Elementary 














LUCILE A. FISHER 
Creston 
Ele111e11tary 
Delphian; Tau Sigma Delta; 
Playcraft Club; Life Saving 
Corps. 
ELSIE M. FOFFEL 
Lamont 
Ele111e11tary 








LEON A HAERING 
Lenox 
Ele111entary 










Bel Canto Glee Club. 
GLENN LOUISE HOWARD 
Shenandoah 
Elementary 





Phi Sigma Phi. 
K. CAROLINE KENDALL 
Boone 
Elementary 
Theta Gamma Nu. 
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PAULINE HAMILTON 
Milbank, S. D. 
Elementary 
HELEN CLEO HoLTMYER 
· Elliott 
Elementary 




Eulalian; Biology Club; Y. 





Delta Gamma Lambda; Aeo-













Alpha; Freshman Commission; 










C. S. A. 
MARY E. KNEEDY 
Red Oak 
Elementary 













Irving; Y. W. C. A.; Glee 
Club; Choral Union; Church 





VIOLA L. MEYER 
Ossian 
Elementary 
L. s. A. 
ALICE RITA MURPHY 
Linermare 
Elementary 





IvY A. OLSON 
·Williams 
Elementary 
Y. W. C. A.; L. S. A. 
HAZEL M. PARMLEY 
Newton 
Elementary 





H ENRIETTE NIELSON 
Halfa 
Elementary 




Phi Omega Pi; Shakespearean; 













[rl'ing; Y. ~T. C. A.; Euterpean 
(;lee Club; College Choir; 





ELVA M. ROBINSON 
Independence 
Elementary 





Irving; L. S. A. 
A. VEDA SHOLD 
Roland 
Elementary 












Irving; Aeolian, Choral Union· 
Biology Club; Y. W. C. A.; L'. 
S. A. 
LETA M . SHINN 
Eddyville 
Elementary 





BERNETA MAE STANDISH 
Marion 
Elementary 
Shakespearean; Aeolian Glee 
Club. 
JUANITA A. STEELE 
Ross 
Elementary 
BETH A. STOAKES 
Traer 
Elementary 
Homerian; W. A. A.; Aeolian 







Zeta; Delta Gamma Lambda; 
Eut_erpean Glee Club; Choral 



























HAZEL VAN ZANTE 
Eddyville 
Elementary 


















Alpha Beta Gamma; Clio; Y. 









VERNA C. WINTER 
Villisca 
T: I em enlary 
Delphian \'ice President; W. A. 
A.; Y. W. C'. A. 


















LILLIAN B. WYATT 
Marshalltown 
F.lementary 
THELMA y OL'XG 
Bassett 
Elementary 








Alpha Delta Alpha; Gramma-
teus '27, '28; President C'la11; 
Secretary Commercial Club. 
FLOREXCE BANGSON 
Toulon, Ill . 
Commercial 
ll nmerian. 
H ELEX E. CARPENTER 
Rose Hi ll 
Commercial 
llelphia11; Y. vV. C. A.; Com-
mercial Club; Delphian Secre-
tan '27, '28. 
DOROTHY ] EAN LACKO RE 
Hayfield 
Commercial 
Clio; Euterpean; Commercial 




IDA C . N !ELSEN 
Cedar Falls 
Commercial 
L. S. A.; Y. W. C. A. 








JEANNETTE L. McCORMICK 
Waterloo 
Commercial 











l\lRs. MARY ORR SHUGART 
Cedar Falls 
Commercial 




Alpha Delta Alpha; Trouba-


































Irving; L. S. A.; Bel Canto 
Glee Club; Choir. 




al; Bartlett II all House Coun-























Theta Gamma Nu; Student 
Council. 
GOLDA M. PACE 
Orient 
Home Economics 
THELMA B. NESS 
Chester 
Home Economics 
Irving; Euterpean Glee Club. 
KATHERINE L. SMITH 
Eagle Grove 
!Iome Economics 
Delphian; Y. ViT. C. A. 
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Alpha Literary Society; Sopho-








Neo; College Choir; Y. ,v. C. 
A. 
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Aeolian Glee Club; Choral 
Union; Y. W. C. A.; Colorado 




Phi Omega Pi; Delphian Liter-
ary Society; Student Council; 




Zeta President; Student Council. 
RLTI[ NERBOVIG 
Sioux Falls, S. D. 
Kindrrgarlw 
Alpha Beta Gamma; Clio; Y. 
\\". ('. A. Cabinet; Sioux Club; 









LELA , VITTEN 
Sloan 
Kindergarten 
Phi igrna Phi; Y. W. C. A.; 
Ladie~• Band. 
HELEN JUST US 
Sioux Falls. S. Dak. 
;lrt 
C. S. A.; Art League; Sioux 
Club. 







L. S. A.; Y. W. C. A.; Sioux 
Club. 
ZoE M. WARREN 
Boone 
Kindergarten 
Homerian; Y. W . C. A . ; Euter-




Ossoli; Art League; Student 
Council. 
RosE MARIE KLEINFELDER 
Davenport 
Art 
Tau Sigma Delta; Bartlett Hall 
House Council; President of 1st 
Year Art; President C. S. A.; 
Committee of 17; Church Coun-





Art League; W. A. A. 
RUTH w OODWARD 
Lewis 
Art 
Irving; Y. W. C. A. 
CLARENCE w. BAKER 
Grand River 
Manual Arts 
Student Council, President 1st 
Ye a r Class; Secretary and 
Treasurer of 2nd Year Class. 
MILTON L. DOWDEN 
Cedar Falls 
Manual Arts 








Alpha; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet; 
Art League; Freshman Commis-
sion; Sophomore Council. 
LAWRENCE 0 . GITTINS 
Guthrie Center 
Manual Arts 
D . M. BURKHISER 
Sanborn 
Manual Arts 
FRANK M . EVERHART 
Marcus 
,'1 anual Arts 
Glee Club; Student Craftsman 





Y. M. C. A. 
RussELL C. PoLTON 
Bedford 
Manual Arts 
Alpha Delta Alpha; Trouba-





Chi Delta Phi; Chicago U.; 
Editor Homecoming Booklet '27; 
2 Years Chicago U.; 1 Year 





CARENE VAN DERSALL 
La Porte City 
Rural 
Clio; Y. W. C. A.; Cecilian 
Glee Club. 
VERNA B. WICKENS 
.Gruver 
B. A.; Critic Training 
Theta Gamma Nu· President; 
Neotrophian; College Choir; 




Y. M. C. A.; T. C. Club; Foot-










English B. A. 
Morningside College. 
RuTH FosTER 
Great Falls, Mont. 
Elemmtary Education 
Neotrophian; Art League; Y. 
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CLASS OF 1928 
The regular meetings of the Senior Class were held every Monday at Chapel time 
in l\tir. Thompson's room. Here the important events of the Class of '2.8 were dis-
cussed and planned. The Seniors decided to continue the tradition of cnrying canes 
and swagger sticks. These were very much in evidence on Homecoming Day. They 
also decided to adopt the ring selected by the class of the previous year. 
On Class Day, held during the Fall Term, the Senior stunt captured first pnze. 
The Senior Prom, usually held during the Winter Term, was postponed until 
Spring Term. 
It "·as decided to continue the old custom of attending chapel in a body and wear-
ing caps and gowns at the last assembly before graduation. 
OFFICERS 
Fall 
President . . PETER GROCHOWSKI 
Vice-President DORIS NELSON 
Secretary . . HILDA MARTZAHN 
Treasurer LEE SMILEY 
Reporter for "College Eye" 
Student Council ReprPsentatives 
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l/7 inter 





DONALD \ VEBBER 



















And as he tho't a dilemma gathered 
there, 
Making ticklish l ittle valleys under 
glistening hair. 
- . ~ . 
He is not dead, the great father of 
us all; 
His spirit dances with us at the 1Vash-
ington ball. 
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OLD 0 OLD 
CAMPANILE FUND 
$ I FOR FROSH 
$2 FOR SoPHS 
.t-3 FDR JUNIORS 
"F4 FOR SENIORS 
Time departs and youth was quick; 











She climbed and found the platform 
weak; 
The ballot box smiled and laughed at 
"de feet." 
And they left them alone as supreme, 
To nibble the watery !id-hits of wisdom. 
!~l 
Daring notes among maidens fair; 
Senior Prom-more dates in the air. 
She swaggers our canes 
And mises cane with her swagger. 
Hot-dog days have slipped away; 




I 9 2 8 OLD 0 OLD 
ONT. C.'S LAWNS 
On T. C.'s lawns dandelions grow 
Between the buildings, ,,·herein we know 
They mark our grades; and in the libe 
The youth., still bravely searching, tries 
To raise that grade which is so low. 
We are the grads. Shoi"t years ago 
We came, looked green, felt our cheeks glow, 
Kicked and ,nre kicked, and now \\·e are 
The Senior Class. 
We'll soon be alumni now, you know; 
To you from joyful hands ,n throw 
The books; be yours to study no,\". 
If you break faith with us, I trow 
You'll fail, alas, to follow us-
The Senior Class. 
Four years ago, 0 Iowa, we took from among your midst a raw, green bunch. \Ve 
return them to you prepared school teachers. Not ta\\· anymore, but half baked ; not 
green, but spoiled. Give them place, 0 ye prairies! In the midst of this great conti-
nent they shall go forth, a perfect model to myriads \Yho shall pilgrim to T. C. to 
kindle anew their zeal and aspiration. Ye winds, that move over the mighty places of 
the west, give ear to us. Ye school boards, behold a class \Yhose faces like so many 
articulate words plead for fidelity, for law, but above all for jobs! 
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I want to be a Senior, 
And \\·ith the Seniors stand, 
A fountain pen behind my ear, 
A notebook in my hand. 
I wouldn't be an angel 
For angels have to sing, 
I'd rather be a Senior and 
Never do a thing. 
-The Tiger Cub. 
Jessie Storie-"Did you know why they \Youldn't admit Peter Grochowski to 
England?" 
Clyde Drury-"N o; why?" 
J essie-"Because the English can't take a joke." 
NEVER CouLD Do IT BEFORE 
Bill Holman was gradually getting well after injuring himself from a fall on the 
ice. 
"Doctor," said he, "when I get around, will I be able to study enough to make 
my grade points?" 
"I should say you would!" replied Dr. Mead. 
"That's good; I never could before." 
IN NAME ONLY 
"Hey, Macon, watcha gonna do when yuh graduate?" 
"1'111 gonna teach." 
"You can't be a teacher-you're too dumb!" 
"I ain't gonna be a teacher-I'm gonna be a collitch professor!" 
SIMPLE ENOUGH 
Seabury-"! saw Bob Fuller today, and he says I'm getting fat." 
Bergfald-"No \\·onder he thought so. You were looking Fuller in the face." 
Palmer Hollis-"Now, Don, suppose you were to hand Dale Ross a plate with a 
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JUNIOR B. A. 
Top Row: Kraft, Bixler, Johnson, Kerr, Zickelfoose, Robinson, Johansen, Howard, Lewis, Lynch, Cundy, 
Calloway, Martin. 
Fifth Row: Boardman, Slocum, West, --, Tremajn, --, Helmick, Swanson, Gibbs, --, --. 
Fom·th Row: Faust, Carstensen, Mathis, Keirn, Boylan, Bender, Bobbitt, --, Weyer, Gohr, Alley, T,iaden. 
Third Row : Gehrig, Bodenham, --- Dubert, Robb, --, Nawman, Porter, --, --, --, -----, 
Bender, 
Second Row: Fernan , Faust, I-Iendrick, Perry, Jones, Smith, --, l\H11s, l!,aye, MaxweH, McCreedy. 


























Fall If' inter 



































ELDONA JOHAN NESEN 
MARVIN JOHANSEN 
GEORGE JOHNSON 
KATHERINE JOHXSO N 























H. w. REHDER 
LAMOYNE REYNOLDS 
DOROTHY ROB SON 
JAMES ROBERTSON 
CARL ROBI NSON 
PEARL ROBI NSON 
MARJORIE ROGERS 
ALICE ROHR 

























H UGH CROFT 
HOWARD CmrnY 











































J ULIA HAWKS 
DOROTIIY llEI.M ICK 








W. JI. HOPKINS 
DOXALD l-IOUCK 




Eow.\RD ll L'GH ES 
























ELEANOR MITCl I ELL 
JOHX MOORE 
L. E. MCAFEE 




















































VIDLA \\l ALKE 
ROSCOE Vil ALO 













MRS. FANNY WITWER 
HAROLD ZICKEFOOSE 
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SOPHOl\10RE B. A. 
Back R ow: P ark, Scharff. Wi ese, ,vheelPr \ Vroe, \Vani s, Newman, Ila nsen, "\Vo ito, Crn fr. 
Third, Row: Shutt, Undukofler , Legg, Jacobson, Swanda hi , Nelson , ,viler , Curt is. B a;Jey, V anD er sall. 
S econd, Row : Langhout, Gray, Kendall , rr110n1a s, E ells, Dage, B encher, Royer, Childs. 































































TAMES G. LARSON 
BESSIE LEBOW 
LENORA M. LEGG 
GEORGE LINDSAY 
LUKE R. LITTLE 




MARY RUTH MARINAN 
DENA MAE MAXSO N 
Vil JLBUR MAXSON 
C. RHATIGAN 
MRS. MATHILDA RENS 
ALICE REDINGTON 
MARIE RIGGLE 
FLOYD A. ROBINSON 
ZILLAH MAE ROYER 
CLARENCE SCHARFF 






GRACE ANNE SEARLES 
WILLIAM SEVERIN 











MARY HELLEN BROWN 
CLARENCE BRUENING 
BARBARA BROWN 
M. C. BURLEY 
DANA CAMPBELL 
RALPH CHILDS 
S. WARD CHAMBERS 
MARGARET CLARK 








L u cy CURTISS 
HELEN CURTIS 














0. MANLEY EIKE 
CRAIG ELLYSON 
RUSSELL HAASE 




FRED HA USER 
MRS. L. K. HATCH 





























\ VILBUR E. KEIDEL 
DOROTHY KLINE 




ELWIN M. MOORE 
FLORENCE MOOTHART 
FRED E. MORSE 
Vi7ILLIAM P. MORRISSEY 
LOIS MORITZ 
}AMES J. MUTO 




OSCAR E. NEWMAN 

















LA VERNE POYKTER 
PEARL RADER 
FDNA RANDALL 
C. L. REAFS 
WESLEY M. REED 
HARVEY REUTER 
ALBERT STEPHENSON 
Lu ANN OPAL STUBBS 
PEARL STURM 













FRANCES VAN DYKE 
R. E. V ANDERSALL 
EVELON D. WEYANT 
MARJORIE WHEELOCK 
R. ]. Vil HITMAN 
DORIS Vi11LLIAMS 
MYRTLE Vil lESE 




AKKA MAE WILSON 
MILTON WOITO 
A. J. WITHAM 
HELEN WOODSIDE 
RUSSELL WYTH 
SARAH Vil ROE 
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FRESHMAN B. A. 
Back Row: Rank, Oxborrow, Stoebe, Lounsberr:'i'i Iliatt, I!offman, YanLangen, I-Iaven, Arnold, Morrison. 
Rourtli Row: Shoemaker, :Murie)', Pilloon, Le·wis, :Madden, Wilson, Berryhill, Henderson, Orr. 
~J.1hird Row: Crawford, Boysen, \Vright, Laity, Dardis, Mason, Barber, Auld, McMahon. 
Second Row: ·webber, Dardis, Helger. Graham. Collena, Hampkins, \Vright. 
Front Row: i1:attingly, I~yhl , Tripp, Oscar, Fuller, Stolnakel', \Vestrope, Perry, Frick. 
Back Row: Borlaug, Rierson, J\1iller, Palmer, Reade, Gustason, Tansey, Ranney, Fordyce, Parker, Oxley, 
Roussel ow. 
Fourth Row: Lynch, Bates, Haller, McMartin, Pillsbury, Colgrove, Tillowe, Paulsen, \Vebrle, Derham. 
Third Row: IIanawalt, Bahe, Partington, Stouer, Kern, Dowden, :b.,lamme, Bowen, \Vood, West, Ryan, 
Bowers. 
Second, Row: Terry, Earwood, Green, Brinkerhoff, Jensen, Anderson, Cawlishaw, Miller, Dravis, Ljg-ht, 
Taiber. 




928 OLD GOLD 
FRESH1\1AN B. A. 
CLASS ROLL 
GRACE ADAM JOE CROSIN 
CARAL AKIN LEE CRIST 
CLARICE AKIN EUGENE CARXEY 
FRANK ALBESON MARK DANE 
S. E. ALLAN DORRIS DAY 
DAGMAR AXDERSON GRAKT DAWSON 
MARY AsDERSON HUGH DERHAM 
DOROTHY ARKOLD THELMA DICKEY 
CLYDE ARTUS MARTHA DAUGHERTY 
RAEMOND ASH DORIS DOUGHTEN 
OLIVE BAHE ALICE DOWDON 
CHARLES BALDWIN BURTON DOWDEN 
MAE BAST VERN DONAHOO 
ELLIS BARBER FRANK DUTCHER 
EDITH BATES WYNTRICE EARWOOD 
GERALD BAXTER FRAKCES ELDER 
ROGER BARRIGAR WESLEY ERBE 
LILY BARAL FINN ERIKSEN 
MILDRED BEATTY RUTH EVANS 
BEN BECK CARMA FAHR 
DEAN BEVINS REUBEN FELLOWS 
D. F. BENJAMIN VERDA FIFIELD 
HARRY BERG \VILMA FILLOON 
RUTJ-I BERGEMAN ARTHUR FISHER 
HOWARD BERRY EDNA FLAMME 
LYNN BERRYHILL PHILIP FIEBELKORN 
RALPH BERRYHILL MARSHALL FIELD 
SINA BORLAUG LEO FORD 
BERNICE BOWEN GARLAND FORDYCE 
HARRIET BRINDLEY EMMA Fox 
MARGARET BRINKERHOFF GORDON FREDERICKSEN 
HELEN BROWN HAROLD FROST 
ALEXANDER BROWNLIE MERTON FULLER 
ALPHA BOYSEN ERNEST FRICK 
LLOYD BRUNER SHIRLEY GARRETT 
CARL BRUGGEMAN PAUL GAKT 
MARGARET BRUNKHORST MABEL GAUGER 
EUGENE BURD ROBERT GABLE 
RUFUS BULLIS GALEN GERHARD 
RICHARD BUSTOL OREL GILLEN 
MARJORIE BYWATER IVAN GINGRICH 
EMMETT CABLE GENEVIEVE GOWANS 
CARMAN CALBREATH FRED GRAHAM 
LOWELL CAWER EVELYN GREEN 
MILTON CAVANA KENNETH GRONINGA 
LOUIS CHRISTENSEN MABEL GUSTAFSON 
JULIE CHRISTENSEN GORDON GROW 
HAROLD CHATFIELD LLOYD HABERICHTER 
PETER CHRISTEKSEN GEORGE HADLEY 
BERT CHRISTEKSON WILHELMINE HALEY 
RENA CLARK HELEN HALLER 
RALPH CLAUSON W. C. HAHLE 
GLENN COBEEN RUTH HAMILTON 
KENNETH COLEGROVE MURVLE HANAWALT 
WANE COLLIKS HARLAKD HANSON 
TED COLLINS CARL HANSEN 
KENNETH COOK IRVING HART 
GLENN COWLISHAW GLENN HARMAN 
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FIRST YEAR HOJ\1E ECONOJ\1ICS 
Third Row : Gullickson , Farquhar, Ern stin g, Bun ger, Tiffany, Baral, D ermer1y, Bedford, Fellows, 
Olhausen, Scott. 
Second, Row : Hollan cl, Ritchey, Grier , Rieger , llfoClean, llfincler , Lewis, P an gburn. 




Secretary and Treasurer 
CLASS ROLL 
RUTH ACKERMAN OPAL FELLOWS 
SYLVIA ARENDS RUTH FOSTER 
GERTRUDE ASHLDIE CYKTHIA FABES 
MIRIAM BAKER ETHYL FREDERICKSEN 
STELLA BECKER MYRTLE GULLICKSON 
ELIZABETH BITKER FLORENCE GRIER 
MELVINA BIERBAUM MARY HOLLAKD 
MRS. ARLON BOGARD FEARYL HUKT 
LEONA BUNGER AGKES JOHNSON 
JANET CHRISTIE NORMA JURGENSEN 
WINIFRED CLARK MYRTLE JORDAN 
ETHEL CLINE CAROL KROESEN 
HAZEL COKRAD HAZEL LEAT 
Run-I DAVIS DOROTHY LEWIS 
MARGARET DUNKELBERG ARLETTE MARTIN 
MARJORIE EDWARDS DORIS MATT 
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SECOND YEAR KINDERGARTEN 
Back Row: Jirsa, Dotts, Sloan, Knapp, Bappe, Stevenson, Reinholdt, Stebe, Olson. 
Middle ]low: Reeves, Sando, Murdock, Bailey, Springer, Freeburg, McDonald, Blitsch, "Witten. 
J?ront Row: Mohn, Sailer, Bouslough, Dallas, Nerbovig, Frank, Carley, ,villiams1 Neal. 
Q;.fICEl;.S 
President 
Secretary and Treasurer 
NEVA BAILEY 
FERN BAPPE 

















KATHRYN ELL IS REEVES 
!RENE KNAPP 













· 1f1fJt(ff1J1. ft 
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' ,, ··. ' . t' - 'i . " . - . 
Back Row: Johnson, ,vnson , Ilnnt, K.orf, Stine, llanscher, Polten, Chambers, Stokke, Strand, Dieter, 
Dowden. 
Jliddle Row : Newman , Anema, Mattinglr, CanTer, Calbreath, Cole, Conklin , .Jo·hnso n. rrrrell , CoJiins , 
Vandersal1, Ryan. 



























]. B. LAKE 
FRED MORSE 
HAROLD CHATFIELD 
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Secretary and Treasurer 
Business Manag er 
Librarian . 
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COLLEGE BAND 
Back Row: Cobeen, Watson, Neilson, Lund, Buntin, Donahoe, Be1-ry, Woito, Shoemaker. 
Middle Row: Popejoy, Bogard, Sisson, Dillon, Collins, Johnson, Ranney, Hunt, Keidel, Doe. 
























































Five of the members of the Band are taking the Band Master's Course. The 
Band appeared in public on the average of nearly three times a week for the past year. 
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FIRST YEAR PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC 
Third Row: Garvin, Boshart, Gibson, Edwards, Conklin, Squier, --, Leat. --. 
Second Row: McMillan, --, Morman, Mosher, Anderson, Anderegg, Vasey, Frost, Severson. 





MILDRED A N DEREGG 
IMOGENE AKDERSON 
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SECOND YEAR l\1ANUAL ARTS 
Back Row: Sabin, Speed, Coop er . Baker, Zepp, Dowden, Behrens, Ravlin. 




Secretary and Treasurer 
CLARENCE B .\KER 
MILTON BEI IRENS 
DONALD BURKl l CISER 
JESS COLE 
MILTO N DOWDEN' 
FRANK EVERHART 
LAWRENCE G !TTDIS 
JOHAN NES HANSON 
ARTH U R HOCKEY 
MEL\'!); ] );GEBRITSEN 
CLASS ROLL 











PAU L VESTOL 
MERLE ZEPP 
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FIRST AND SECOND YEAR ART 
B ack Row: I{indwall, Broers, Fergu son, B obo, \Voodward, Chri stense1, 





Student Council R epresentative 
First Y ear A rt 







MARY BELLE MERRITT 
ESTHER OLESOK 
ABBIE SHEAFOR 
RUTH SHA U LIS 
OFFICERS 
First Year 
'lELEN J USTUS 
DOROTHY FERGUSON 




1\1 .IRTHA CHRISTENSE N 
KATHRINE ROSE 
KATHRINE ROSE 
MARTHA CHRISTENSE N 
MEMBERS 
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Secretary and Treasurer 






























































































































































































HAZEL VAN ZANTE 
" 'INSOME VOLENTINE 
BERTHA WATSON 
ALICE " TILLSON 
VELMA WINGETT 
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FIRST YEAR UPPER GRADES 
Back R ow: Case, Enfield, Chapli n, Simpson, NPwho use, Copley, Lucas, Dn.ugherty, Cole, Chapman, Bower. 
Fifth Row: DeLnney, Nelson, Crawford, Ilemstnl, Beck, 1,Vescott, Smith, Kindig, IIanson, Corey, Riebe. 
Fourth Row: Dorow, Drake, \Vatson, Sanger , 1.Iiclrnel, Thia~,. J\1eint:vre, Brahan, \Viegand, King, Boone. 
Thii·d Row: Bishop, Siem, Bishop, Colyer, White, Schwietert, Volentine, 1Vallace, Richard, Mitchell. 
Second, Row: Jansen, l\1orrison, Bywater, Vollmer, :Maxwell, Young, Below, Carroll, \Vnllace, Snyder, 
Victor. 







HELE N ENFIELD 
ARLENE SA NG ER 
WA N DA WATSO N 
J AXIS DA UGHERTY 
Ho"· happy is he born and taught 
That serveth not another's will: 
Whose armor is his honest thought 
And simple truth his utmost skill! 
- This man is freed from servile bands 
Of hope to rise, or fear to fall: 
Lord of himself, though not of lands; 
And having nothing, yet hath all. 
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MILDRED HAD LEY 
LUCILLE l-I AMERSMITH 




DOROTHY MARIE HORN 








LELA L. LATHROP 
DORIS 0. LUCAS 
BER:-;ICE V. LYNCH 
ALICE MASON IIOLDER 
]EAN MAXWE LL 
FRANCES MAY 
E:.11LY H. MENZIES 
OMA DIANE MICHAEL 
LEO;-.-E MILLER 
FRA:-;CES MITCHELL 
DOROTHY L. MORRISON 
JESSIE McI NTYRE 
MRS. ELSIE NEWELL 
HELEN NANCOLAS 





GLADYS RI CHARDS 
JEAN RICHARD 
BERTI-IA B. ROBERTS 
ARLENE SAKGER 




KATHRYN E. SMITH 
DOROTHY SMITH 
MARY SNYDER 
HA ZEL SPEERS 
TRUE STEFFENHAGEN 




ALICE E. TUCKER 




]ESSIE E. WALLACE 
W ANDA WATSON 
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FIRST YEAR ELEl\1ENTARY EDUCATION 
(INTERl\1EDIATE GRADES) 
Back Row: Buehler, Ilotchkiss, Goodell, Bishop, Johnson, IJa1both, Donald, J\1cShane, Jones, '11upper, Anderson, IIamilton. 
Third Row: lVIauer, Lenz, Brockman, 1\Uller, IIelvig, Emerson, Garrick, Millies, Con ley, Lindroth, Eggles-
ton, "\Viles. 
Second Row: Kauman, Abrams, \Vassenaar, Baker, Gallme~·er, Engelbrecht, GravP<:;. Brown, IIanse11, Buckle)r, Deardorff, Deatherage, ]Horgan. 










~ _,-___ --=--" ~ 
-~ ~ -~--- __ I_ 9 __ ~ S 
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FIRST YEAR ELEl\1ENTARY EDUCATION 
(INTERl\llEDIATE GRADES) 
VERA C. ABRAMS 
LOIS ACHTERMAN 
DOROTHY E. ANDERSON 
ALTA ANDERSON 
CLARA ANGLUM 
HELEN BEATRICE ANDERSON 
CAROL ASHLEY 
BERNICE BAKER 
\'ERA E. BAUMGARTNER 
VELDA B. BENTLEY 











MAUDE M. CHAPMAN 
ELLA CONLEY 































LOUISE 1-J ARRISON 
FRANCES llASTY 
LOR.\ M. HAYWARD 
VIOLA HELGASON 
DOROTHY M. 1-{ ELVIG 

































MARION M. O'CONNOR 
C ERTRUDE O'CONNOR 
RUTH ORR 
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ONE YEAR RURAL EDUCATION 
B ae ].; R ow : Colgnn , Lavnll eur, Stan ek, Otta, \Vicbel, R~,an , Bryngelson , Burheun , Perrin , Pinkerton, 
B1•eye r. 
Fourth R ow: B ehrend , Hild, Harvey, Fa~•. Millet\ Mott, Lilli s, Garn er, N is wender, Shaffer. 
Third R ow : B oettge 1·, B erg, Foss, Patterson , Moser, Quisley, Ol son , Bunn ell, Miil er. 
S econd R ow: Slacks, Dahl, nircks, Schmitt, Myers, \Vagnmon , Beucher, I(untz, E ell s. 


















































BERNARD VON TALGE 




































SECOND YEAR COJ\1.MERCIAL 
Back Row: F:reeze, Maud, Lande, Holbrook, Gaffin, Banson, Nelson, Freese, F,etcher. 
Middle Row: Baldwin,- Carpenter, Albert, Green , Rich, Hilderbrand, Vinding, Duncan. 




Secretary and Treasurer 
"College Eye" Reporter 
CLASS ROLL 
MILDRED MAUCK MILDRED HOLBROOK 
HAROLD DUNCAN MARVEL HAYMOKD 
DOROTHY LACKORE loA NIELSEN 
ALICE SELLMAN FRED GEMBLER 
JEANNETTE McCORMICK Runr VINDING 
WINIFRED NELSON KENNETH BALDWIN 
VERA I-iowE HELEN WELCH 
ERIC I-IAKSEN AMOS W ILSON 
EILEEN McCRACKEN GENEVIEVE WILSON 
GILMA LA.KDE IRENE ALBERT 
LOIS HARDY JUANAH BURKHISER 


















FIRST YEAR COl\1l\1ERCIAL 
B ack Row : Street, H ink, Li Yin gston, Giese, Al exander, :Millikin , Pillmore. 
j]Ji ddle R ow: Linderman, \Vh ea t-, Johnson , Cast] e, Griggs, Merri ss, I-Iuppert, Owf'n . 

































































ELARA MAY PILLMORE 
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SECOND YEAR PRil\lARY 
Back Row: Fredrickson, Dickev, B enedict, Landstrom, Perrine, ~ifcClenry, Davis, I-Iolmes, I{inkennon. 
Third llow: Walsh, Craver, Pil cher, Benson, :Milburn , Stammer, Soles, BoehljP, Ly1aan. 
Second Row: Gray, Moodr, Brown, Bachman, Bryden, Tharnish, Aves, Butler. 





ED ITH AKERY 
ETHEL ALSPACH 




}ULIA MAE BAKER 
KATHRYN BARRON 
R OBERTA BARR 
APOLLONIA BECK 






PHI LYS BENSO N 
MARIE BENSON 
ED ITH BRANNAN 
MARGARET BREKNA N 
R unr BROWN 
I NEZ BROWN 
ESTHER BOEHLJE 
PAULINE BROWN 
M .I XYNE MOODY 
RUTH BECK 
PAULINE BROWN 





















ORA E. DUFFUS 
ZELMA ELAM 











HELEN L. GILLHAM 














ETl-l EL HINSCH 
EMMA HOLMES 
























EDNA MAY LATTA 
BERNICE M. LEACH 
GLADYS LITTLEFIELD 







MARGARET L. MAURICE 
GENEVIEVE MILBURX 


















AMY R. PAULSOX 










































KATI-IERIKE VAN NESS 







MRS. E. ~ 1IGDAHI. 
RUBY WILLIAMSON 
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FIRST YEAR PRIMARY 
Back Row: Garland, Voorhees, Knapp, :Mahler, Johnson, Gray, Friedlein, Baker, Clover, ,J11nker, Schaefer. TJ&ird Row: Peterson, ,veaver , Saunders, Stark, Shradel, Aves, Blain, Luckenbill, Vibber, Robbins, Smith. Second Row: Asby, Rickey, Long, Gardeman, Fraley, Barnes, Ri chter, Britton, \Vilke, CatTothers. J?ront Row: Diggins, Johnso11, }7 ritz, Storjohann, Rowe, Fish, Jluyck, DaYis, Peterson, Lnckenhe1l. 
Back Row: Krueger, lfoberg, Jewett, Scott, .Johnson, IIurley, MrLarnan, Diers, Zumhof, Farwell, :Moore. J?ourth Row: Gross, IIeilmnnn, Cheney, Monrn, ]\fohr, Larson, Nordquist, Atlams, Backstrom, Udorv1ck, Running. 
Third, Row: Fenton, \Vigdahl , Miller, Secor, Christensen, \Villi ams, Parrish, Ila1·mon, lI:imilton, Cross, Shields. 
Second Row: Sietsemn, Oetzmann, :hiiquet, Morehouse, Crist, Schmidt, Schm::tdeke, Blame, Zwickey, s:em, Anderson. 
Front Row: ,vimber, rl'ruesdel1, LaDoux, ].Iassey, Gustefson, Lewis, Knoernsehild, Van Ness, B1·own, Illian, rrocrper. 
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T ACQUELINE LARSON 
MABEL LARSON 
JoLA LAU 








































































GRACE E. WEST 
NINA WIENANDA 
ALMA WILKE 
MARY D. WILLIAMS 
MARLYS WIMBER 
MARY E. YOUNG 
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llook to tbe scbolar, tl1e !tailer, 
tbe beautiful. a:re tbese not tbe 
qualities wbic!J we are all con-
stautlp stribing to obtain? ~belie 
qualifications bominate tbe pres-
ent, anb will eber bominate tbe 
future. 
Representative JI![ an 
R epresentative Girl 
R epresentative Girl 















I -~ I 
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GWEN HATCH . 






Senior B. A. 
Senior B. A. 
Junior B. A. 
Freshman-Sophomore B. A. 








ACTIVITIES OF STUDENT COUNCIL 
Sponsoring of All-College Dances and Parties; 
Homecoming! \\·ith the annual award of cups for the best decorated houses, 
football in the afternoon, a host of get-togethers after the game and 
then the all-college dance to top off the day; 
Class Day! The fifth annual class day with contests the whole day long; 
May Fete ! The final gala day of the year. Ball games, the Fete itself 
and, of course, the dance to make everything perfect. 
The Student Council is one of the most important student organizations of the 
campus. Student participation in the government of colleges has been attempted in 
many institutions over the United States. In some it has met with failure and with 
many it has been hailed as a success. The work of the Student Council of I. S. T. C. 
has been most favorable "·ith students and alumni. 
The sponsoring of social activities of student life is the aim of this organization. 
'l'he personnel is composed of two members from Senior B. A . class, one member 
from each of the three-year classes, and one member chosen jointly by the first and 
second year classes of each collegiate course. The representative of the .f unior B. A. 
class serves as president of the Student Council during his Senior year. This office 
was capably filled by Donald Clikeman. Ann Perry, Junior B. A. class, was vice-
president and Don 1Vebber, Senior B. A. class, was secretary and treasu rcr. 
Pfrsf Roll': ('IJkrnrnn, \Vehher, Pen·y, Rllyson. 
i,'ero1ul Rou,: Christeusen, \Vil~on, Baker, Drec;;sr r. 




FLORENCE REED (May Queen) 

~tbletics 
"~ggm,r,ibe figbting for tbe , 
rigbt ir, tbe nobler,t r,port 
tbe hlorlb afforbr,." 
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COACH PAUL BENDER 
As the school year again draws 
near its close, we pause to review 
" ·ith admiration the athletic his-
tory of th e year. We first recall 
that swift, strong, sweeping Iowa 
Conference championship football 
team. Coach Bender's principles of 
speed, shiftiness, drive, head\\"ork, 
and determination are readily r e-
flected in hi s winning teams. 
CAPTAIN CHAUNCEY WELCH 
"Chaney," our plucky captain 
and guard, kept active that T. C. 
fighting spirit until the conference 
,vas ,von. 
FINAL CONFERENCE STANDINGS 
T, 'L' 
0 0 1.000 Penn ••••••••••••••••••••00000•••• 
0 0 1.000 Morningside 
----------------·· 
1 0 .800 Iowa Wesleyan ............ 
1 1 . 750 St . Ambrose 
------------------
1 1 .750 Central 
······--·-··············--
1 0 .667 Buena Vista ....... ........... 
2 1 .600 Luther 
··--··············------··--
Top Row: Bender, Dickinson. 
Fourth Row: Marshall, Johnson, Berryhill, Boyce, Hard)·, Schutt, West. 

















Second Row: I--Iopkin s, Shoemaket\ Pederson, Peterson, Grochowski, Severe, Pearlman. 



















6 I. S. T. C. 
Iowa Wesleyan 0 I. S. T. C. 
Buena Vista 0 I. S. T. C. 
Penn 7 I. S. T. C. 
Luther 7 I. S. T. C. 




CAPTAIN-ELECT G. ORR 
End 
6 I. S. T. C. 
0 I. S. T. C. 
Total Points Scored 























October 13-Iowa Wesleyan 
October 20-Penn 
October 27-Northern Illinois Teachers 












at Cedar Falls 
at Mt. Pleasant 
at Cedar Falls 
at Cedar Falls 
at Fayette 
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COACH ART DICKINSON 
\Ve next remember our I. S. 
OLD 0 OLD 
BASKETBALL 
1927-1928 SCHEDULE 
Cornell 31 I. S. T. C. 
Luther 25 I. S. T. C. 
U. I. U. 2-1- I. S. T. C. 
Io\,·a Wesleyan 36 I. S. T. C. 
Parsons 39 I. S. T. C. 
Luther 19 I. S. T. C. 
Penn 19 I. S. T. C. 
U. I. U . 22 I. S. T. C. 
Central 18 I. S. T. C. 
Buena Vista 17 I. S. T. C. 
Des Moines U. 23 I. S. T. C. 
Parsons 25 I. S. T. C. 
Penn 33 I. S. T . C. 
Central 17 I. S. T. C. 
Iowa Wesleyan 26 I. S. T. C. 














21 T. C. basketball tossers, passing, 
dribbling, pivoting, faking and 
shooting on one of the best gym 
floors in the state. Coach Dick-
inson developed out of new 
material a team we are proud 
of, one that finished the season 
near the 500 mark. 
Opponents . 3 7-1- I. S. T. C. . -1-11 

























COACH PAUL BENDER 
We also remember in connec-
tion with our spacious gym the 
wrestling meets, in all of 
which our strong and flashy 
grapplers were victors over their 
foes. Coach Bender has made 
wrestling one of the major 
sports at T. C., and has aroused 
great enthusiasm among those 
who participate and among the 





Northwestern U. 15 
I. S. T. C. 20 
l\1onmouth, Ill. 0 
I. s. T. c: 31 
a 
CAPTAIN LOUIS ORR 
Captain Orr's ability as a 
wrestler is outstanding. "Louie" 
has been a mainstay for the 
Tutor mat men for four years, 
and this year he topped his 
college career by captaining the 
team and by winning every 
match by a fall. 
Third Row: Berryhill, Suchomel. Poynter, Severe, Chambers, Hoylnnd, G. Orr, 0. Orr, H<·lmke. 
Second Row: Earwicker, Brownlie, Erickson, Bielefe1clt, Boyce, Fletcher, . Anderson, l!7 ranks, Bullis, Bruner, 
Olson, Bender. 
First llow: Young, Stevens, L. Orr, Barghahn, Harris, Schutt, Grochowski, Reuter, Noecker, Graeber, 
Johnson, Pederson. 
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CAPTAIN ORR AND GROCHOWSKI DEMONSTRATING A HOOK SCISSORS AND 
A COMBINATION OF ARM HOLDS 
The Purple and Gold wrestling team was able to schedule only two meets because 
very few Iowa Conference colleges have mat teams. The Freshman rule was passed 
too late to secure non-conference meets. However, next year promises a number of 
contests with noted colleges and universities outside of the Iowa Conference. Harvey 
Reuter and "Pete" Grochowski distinguished themselves by winning second honors in 
their respective ,nights at the A. A. U. meet held at Iowa City. 
Second R ow: R eu ter , 158-Poun d Class; Schutt, H ea vyweight ; L . Orr. 175-Pound Class; B ender. 
First R ow: B argha hn , 115-P ound Class; H arri s, 135-P ound Class; Noecker, 135-Pound Class; Gr aeber, 
125-Pound Class; Grochowsk i, 145-Pound Class. 











U. I. U .. 
Coe 
Platteville, 








COACH "MUN" WHITFORD 
Coach Vilhitford is an alumnus of 
State Teachers College and in his 
school days proved himself a driv-
ing football back, an excellent 
basketbal I guard, a home run 
hitter, and a star pitcher. Mun's 
second year as head baseball coach 
was another decided success. 
CAPTAIN Bo:s-HAM 
Captain Bonham, left fielder, took 
hold of everything that came out 
his way in excellent manner. 
Furthermore he was a consistent 
hitter and knew the American 
game from beginning to end. 
1927 SCHEDULE 
I. S. T. C. 3 U. I. U. 
I. S. T. C. 8 Central 
I. S. T. C. 18 Monmouth, Ill. 
I. S. T. C. 3 Coe 
8 I. S. T. C. 
4 I. S. T. C. 
6 I. S. T. C. 
4 I. S. T. C. 
innings) 
Total Points Scored 2 I. S. T. C. 5 
0 I. S. T. C. 13 Opponents . 39 I. S. T. C . 
S econd Row : McCuskey, Hayes, Schutt, "Whitford, Rhatigan , Hughes, Page, Thompson . 
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COACII ART DICKINSON 
Another C on f e re n c e 
championship was brought 
to Teachers College last 
year when our track and 
field men won the blue rib-
bon at Dubuque. Coach 
Dickinson, developer of this 
team, is also a T. C. alum-























"Jack" proved his ability 
as a runner by making the 
following records during 
the season. 
New T. C. record in the 
half mile run, 2 :00 7-10. 
First in half mile at 
Grinnell. 
First in half mile at Con-
ference Meet. 
Anchor man on Mile Re-
lay Team. 
Fourth Row: Carstensen, Noeeher, Davenport, Baker, M. IIunt, llooper, Peterson, Schultz, Watson, Tellier. 
Third Row: Dickinson, Grimes, Paige, Warner, Hauser, \Voito, Dunn, ,vhitford, Kramer, Shoemaker, 
Ravlin. -
Second Row: G. Orr, Schalk, Briggs, Han!)', Dayton, Zepp, Jespersen, J . Anderson, G. Anderson, 
fiansauld, \Vill son, Greenle,v. 







Dual 111eet with Grinnell at 
Grinnell 
Grinnell _____ ___ ______ 63 ;/2 
I. S. T. C. ________ 59;/2 
Iowa Conference Meet at 
Dubuque 
I. S_ T. C. first place 
Drake R elays 
Second in half mile relay 
Third in mile relay 
New T. C_ Records Established 
Pollock, half mile, 2 :00 7-10_ 
Pe?erson, shot put, 42 ft., 1 ;/2 
111. 
Cooper, javelin, 175 ft., 11 in_ 
Jesperson, two mile, 10 :00.04 
THE FINISH 
COOPER 
la'Veli11 and IVeigftts 
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HALF :MILE RELAY TEA.l\1 
CAPTAIN-ELECT LUKE 
lfurd/es and Pole Vault 





























T. C. CLUB 
Purpose: To encourage sportsmanship in all branches of athletics, and to promote 
higher scholastic standards. 
HONORARY MEMBERS 
PROF. E. J. CABLE BENJAMIN BOARDMAN 
THE SPORTS, THE MEMBERS, AND THE YEARS IN WHICH 
THEY MADE THEIR LETTERS 
FOOTBALL BASKETBALL 
HARRY MACON '24, '25, Capt. '26, '27 
CHAUNCEY vVELCH '25, '26, Capt. '27 
LOUIS ORR '25, '26, '27 
PETER GROCHOWSKI '26, '27 
MILTON DELZELL '26, '27 
HAROLD HOPKINS '27 
HAROLD STEVENS '26, '27 
CLYDE DRURY '26 
ALBERT PEDERSON '27 
MELVIN FRITZEL '26, '27 
STEWART COOPER '26, '27 
DAVID McCUSKEY '26, '27 
LYNN BOYCE '27 
JAMES PETERSON '26, '27 
MARIO N BURLY '27 
GAY ORR '26, '27 
GLENN SCHUTT '27 
ELDON RAVLIN '27 
WRESTLING 
Louis ORR '25, '26, '27, Capt. '28 
PETER GROCHOWSKI '25, '26, Capt. '27, '28 
HARVEY REUTER '27, '28 
HERBERT GRAEBER '27, '28 
NORBERT NOECKER '28 
KENKETH BARGHAHN '28 
WALTER STARK '27, Capt. '28 
WILLARD HOLMAN '25, '26, '28 
HAROLD HARTMAN '28 
HAROLD HOPKINS '28 
MELVIN FRITZEL '27, '28 
STEWART COOPER '27, '28 
FRANK S110EMAKER '28 
LLOYD HABERICHTER '28 
BASEBALL 
WALTER STARK '27 
DONALD WEBBER '25 '26 '27 
HAROLD WILSON '25,' '26,' '27 
HAROLD HOPKINS '27 
EVELON WYANT '26 
EDGAR HARDEN '26, '27 
VERDINE BARNUM '27 
MELVIN FRITZEL '27 
LEONARD THOMPSON '27 
SPURGIN 
TRACK 
JOE KISSINGER '25 
HOWARD JO!-INSTON '27 
ALBERT PEDERSO N '26, '27 
WILLIAM LY NCH '26 
STEWART COOPER '27 
GAYLEN BRIGGS '26, '27 
Fou,·th Row: Pederson, Briggs, Burly, Stevens, Schult, Kissinger, Hopkins, Holman. 
Third Row: Reuter, Lynch, Wilson, Ravlin, Cooper, L. Orr, Macon. 
Second Row: vVebber, Boyce, Harden, G. Orr, Welch, Delzell, Fritze], Barnum, Prof. Cable. 
First Row: Graeber, Thompson, VVyant, 1'fcCuskey, Stark, Johnston, Grochowski. 
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WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 
Pirst R ow : Ow en, IIumi ston , Mi chel, \Villard, Stingley, Carlso n, D e\ Veese. 
S econd R ow: Ri ggle, Kern , Porter, Fiene, Zi eke, Bail ey. 











f/ol/ey Ball . 
So ccer and Field Ball 
IIo ckey 
Simple T eam Gam es . 
T em,is . 
Tra ck and Field 
Baseball 
Golf . 
Miss HUMISTO N 
OFFICERS 
ROXIE DEWEESE 
LOIS SEVERI N 
• MARIE KER N 
DORIS NELSON 





. ROSE FRAKK 
• Runr CAVA N A 
FLORA BAILEY 
JOSEPlII K E ,VILLARD 
ORPHA lIE LM 
• MARIE RIGGLE 
EVELYN CARLSO N 
},HI E B U RKIIOLDER 
Run, ZIEKE 
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The State Convention of the Women's Athletic Association for the year of 1927 
was held at Iowa State Teachers College, December second and third. The following 
























Des Moines University 









































State Teachers College 
Iowa State Teachers College 
The meetings ,Hre held in th e Faculty Room and took the form of round table discussions. 
How to arouse interest in the organization, how to finance it, how to develop the year's pro-
gram, what activities to promote, intramural games and outing clubs were discussed. 
Some of the special features of the first day 's program were an address of greeting by Mrs. 
Marion McFarland y\lalker, Dean of Women; an address on "First One Thing and Then 
Another" by Dr. Roy Abbott, Professor of Biological Science; luncheon sponsored by the Col-
lege Club and A. A. U. v\T.; swim fest; banquet in Bartlett Hall dining room with a short 
address of welcome by the President and an address on "The Girl's the Thing" by Miss 
Monica Wild, Head of the Department of Physical Education for v\1omen. The day culminated 




KAPPA THETA PSI 
Established in 1906 
First Row: Lamb, Woodside, Kerr, WillO'Ughby, Freshwater, Lamson. 
Second Row: Cole, McFarland, Davi s, Johnston, Cline, Matti son. 
Third Row: Wood, Wheat, Carol Akin, Clarice Akin, Kelly, Hill. 
Miss BERTHA MARTIN 






MARJORIE M cFARLAND 
HONORARY MEMBERS 
Miss OLIVE BARKER 
MRS. FRED SCHMIDT 
SISTERS ON FACULTY 
SISTER IN CITY 
Miss MARY ROBINSON 
SORORES IN COLLEGE 
MAXINE LAMSON 







Miss WINIFRED TUTTLE 
Miss CORLEY CONLON 













The Intra-Mural program 
opened in the fall with a tennis 
tournament open to any girl in 
College. Thirty girls were enter-
ed in the singles tournament and 
the games that ,nre played off 
,1·e re highly interesting and speedy 
to watch. 
Ruth Cavana, a Junior l\1usic 
student, captured the final cham-
pionship; while Dotty Hill, a 
freshman, was runner up. 
CLIO, WINNERS OF INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL 
DOTTY HILL 
28 0 L D 
SHIELD CLUB 
Third Row: Colby, Hoffman, I-Iendricks, Moore, Perry, ICreimeyer, Herrling, Rogers. 
Second Row: Pettit, Owen, D. Nelson, Willard, Severin, B. Nelson, Kern. 

































The ambition of every Physical Education Major is to be a Shield Club Girl and 
,nar an Honor Shield. Every year they are here, the desire to wear the coveted shield 
becomes greater. Mem·bership depends upon Scholarship, Ability, Sportsmanship, 
Effort, and Interest. The faculty is the deciding factor and they put on the Crown-
ing event of the year, the Shield Club Party, at which the ceremony for the new 




























Hl'TH L. FOSTER 
Do1ns E. "WHITE 
Oavlain 
1\L-\R,TORn:: ADAMS 




S e<·reta ry-:Prea.yurer 
ES'l' IL ER KNOER 
]Jo1ns NELSON 
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LIFE SAVING CORPS 
Thfrd R ow: P ettit, llfoore, Colby, Frank, Knoer, H endricks, Kreimeyer, Owen . 
Second Row: ,voolverton , E gan, Hatch, Severin , Porter, Nelson , \Villard, Southgate. 
Pirst flo w: Doris \Vhite, \Voods ide, Gibson, 1:.., isher, Topp, Rogers. 
The Women's Life Saving Corps is the one and only organization on the campus 
which exists solely for service to others. Each Life Saver is pledged to give her help 
at all times for the saving of other's lives. 
Following the instruction and examinations given by a National Life Saving Ex-
aminer during the summer term the corps has had two regular practices a week dur-
ing which the life savers study and work in the water. Heretofore, old members of 
the Corps have not been required to pass the national tests after they have once done 
so, but this year the requirement has been made that each life saver, to maintain her 
active standing in the Corps, must pass the test each term. This requirement ha 
improved to a great extent the morale of the active members. 
During the past year the Women's Life Saving Corps successfully carried out a 
course in canoeing in the summer term and in the " ·inter presented to the public a 
water pageant, "An Arabian Night." 
Demonstrations in methods of handling a canoe and in life saving technique were 
given in the men's pool and at the :Municipal Bathing Beach. Tl}ese demonstrations 
preceded the course in canoeing. About 200 people took advantage of the opportunity 
to learn canoeing, and met at the beach Saturday mornings for five weeks. The 
canoes used were kindly loaned by Mr. Jordan of Jordan's Boat Livery. 
The water pageant, given in the men's pool, demonstrated methods of life saving, 
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ORCHESIS 
"Mad " ·ith joy, life and death dance 
to the rhythm of this music. 
The hills and the sea and the 
earth dance. 
The " ·orld of man dances in laughter 




l\IAuDE E. MooRE 
DORIS NELSON 
- Rabindrannth Tagore. 
::\IE1\1BERS 
] ANE B. PETTIT 
HOFFMAN l\I1LDRED PETERSON 
l\1ARGARET PORTER 
Lors SEVERIN 
RHEA B. ,VAHLE 
JOSEPHINE WILLARD 
GRACE VAN Nmls, Accompanist 
1\IoNICA R. -WILD, Director 
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"l!J:bt!' sttm to takt atnap tlJt sun 
from tbt worlb hlbo witf)llraitJ 
frimbs{Jip from lift ; for iut rt • 
ttibt not{Jing bttttr from tilt 
immortal gobs, notf)ing morr 
btligiJtful." - CICERO 
92 0 L D 0 0 LD __ 7_~ 
F OR successful training in Interpretative Speech nothing less than the widest and deepest education which a college can give will suffice. Because of the cultural and 
educational value of work in this field care has been exercised in the planning qf 
co1,1rses, in order that the development of the student may be of lasting value. 
The broad and comprehensive field of English serves as a background for the various 
phases of Interpretative Speech. Familiarity with and appreciation of literature as a whole and 
dramatic lite rature in particular is the result of such a background. 
Because there are schools of the theatre where training for the professional stage can be 
obtained, and because the function of a State Teachers' college is to prepare and equip students 
for the teaching profession, the pedagogical emphasis is accented. However, students who 
are sufficiently gifted to warrant their preparation for platform or stage will find the general 
cultural background obtained in these courses to be of inestimable value. 
The prepa ra tion and equipment of special students to meet the demands of high schools and 
colleges for teachers of interpretative speech is the objective of the work offered. 
Foundation courses in Interpretation are equally valuable to the student who is majoring or 
minoring in Speech and to the one who wishes to acquire the culture which the study and 
interpretation of literature involves. The development and proper use of the voice is especially 
emphasized here. Courses in Play Production deal with universal drama. The study and 
presentation of plays, classic and modern and the carrying out of the workshop method in their 
production make these courses decidedly practical. For the student who wishes to study selec-
tions for personal use and for platform and declamatory work, Professional Interpretation is of 
value and Pedagogy of Interpretation is designed for the prospective teacher of Interpretative 
Speech. 
Under the auspices of this department two annual contests are held, an oratorical-declamatory 
and a dramatic-declamatory. The state board of education offers prizes in each contest to 
the winners of first, second and third places,-prizes of twenty-five, fifteen and ten dollars. 
Milburn Bergfald, Max Miller and Hugh Seabury were the ,,·inners in the oratorical contest, 
and Hugh Seabury, M. J. Bergfald and Helen Stover in the dramatic. These contests are 
open to any student in the college. 
Two college plays, the Midwinter and the Commencement, are features of the year's dra-
matic program. Theta Alpha Phi, national honor dramatic fraternity, has a chapter at State 
Teachers, and Iowa Beta chapter, as well as the Playcraft Club, is under the auspices of this 
department. 
Miss Bertha Martin who has organized these courses and who has acted as Head of the 
Interpretative Speech section for twenty-two years, has faithfully developed artistic appreciation 
and discriminating taste, has stimulated the .creative imagination and has given instruction and 
practice in unaffected and artistic expression and in direct and forc-eful speech. 
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COMMENCEMENT PLAY, JUNE, 1927 
CAST 
Milt Shanks 
Ma Shanks . 
Joey 
Grandma Perley 




Andrews, a minister 
Mrs. Bates • 
Sam Carter • 
MAURICE STAPLEY 
• }ESSIE \VILD 
MAX MILLER 
MARGARET WOLFF 
. ZATHA PILSON 
M. J. BERGFALD 
. LOUIS HERSEY 
ERWIN KALTENBACH 
HUGH SEABURY 
. Runr CARSTENSEN 
• JOHN FABRICK 
Soldiers: RAYMOND WHITMAN, MILTON Wono, ROBERT FULLER, KEN-
NETH GREENLY, KARL DUBBERT, AMOS WILSON, B. K. BE.\UCHAMP, 
HAROLD HOPKINS, GLEN KELLING, GALE ANDERSON, VERNON CARS-
TEKSEN, MARSHALL KATHAN, CHRIS TREPP. 
J 
f· J 
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-----
"THE FAMILY UPSTAIRS" 
BY 
HARRY DELF 
MIDWINTER PLAY, FEBRUARY, 1928 
Joe Heller . 
Emma Heller 
Willie Heller 
Louise Heller . 
Annabelle Heller 
Charles Grant 
Mrs. Grant . 
1.J_ 
CAST 
• HUGH SEABURY 
HELEN STOVER 
• CLEM JEWELL 
• MARY WHEAT 
• OLIN A COLBY 
GEORGE JOHNSON 
. 4NN PERRY 
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THETA ALPHA PHI 
National Honor Dramatic Fraternity 
Iowa Beta Chapter 
Iowa State T eachers College 1922 
First Row: ,vi11ifred Tuttle, ,vayne Smith, Bertha Marti11, M. J. Bergfald, Hazel Strayer. 
Second R ow: Helen Stover, Hugh Seabur)·, Vera Kellogg, John Fabrick, 1\IaTgaret Wolff. 
HONORARY MEMBERS 
MINNIE MADDERN FISKE 
PROF. S. A. LYNCH 
Head of the English Department of Iowa State Teachers College 
LENORE SHANEWISE 
Associate Director of the Pasadena Community Theatre 
THE FRATERNITY 
Iowa Beta Chapter, Theta Alpha Phi, observed its fifth anniversary with a production of 
" Icebound ," a Pulitzer prize pl<ty, by Owen DaYis. "Smilin' Through," by Allan Langdon 
Martin, was a feature of the summer session. Miss Martin directs all fraternity plays. 
The fraternity program includes two public productions of three-act plays, and monthly 
meetings where plays and dramatists are studied and walking rehearsals conducted. 
Members of the fraternity act as directors of Playcraft prnductions and take an active part 





Au, Ax L\XGDOX M .\RTIN 
THETA ALPHA PHI, Sl'MMER, 1927 
John Carteret 








Guests: HELEN KNAPP, ANN COLLINS, Lois 
CHRIS TREP, VERNON CARSTENSEN 
DALE WELSCH 
M. J. BERGFALD 
HAZEL STRAYEK 
GRACE HUNTER 
JOHN FABR ICK 
EYEKETT CORTRIGITf 
• MAURICE STAPLEY 
CHRISTIE TOLLEFSON 










THETA ALPHA PHI, FALL, 1927 
CAST 
Henry Jordan . 
Emma, his wife . . . . . 
Nettie, her daughter by a former marriage 
Sadie Jordan Fellows . 
Orin, her son 
Ella Jordan 
Doctor Curtis . 




Jim Jay . 
HUGH SEABURY 
HELEN STOVER 
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PLAY CRAFT CLUB 
Top Row: Seabury, Perl')', Colby, Jewell, Kellogg, 'Wolff. Bergfald. 
Second Row: Stover, Chi lds, Creasy, Smith, Kreimeye1·, Fa brick, " 7 ilk en. 
Thinl Row: j◄~isher, Fu1ler, rrT O'utner, Kirkmnn, \Vitwer, Carstensen, \\ ·oolverton. 
Fourth Row: Ross, Lowe, McLennan, Nissen, Ellyson. 
"Poor Aubrey" 
PLAYS GIVEN 1927-1928 
Public P er/ orman ce 
"The Flattering \Vord" 
Private P erformance 
"A Dinner with Complications" 
"The Mayor and the Manicure" 
"My Lady's Lace" 
"The 1\/Ian in the Bowler Hat" 
"Followers" 
"Many Happy Returns' 
"Two Dollars Please" 
"The Rising of the Moon" 
"Where but in America" 
"Solemn Pride" 
"The Trysting Place" 
George Kelly 













Back Row: ]\foyer, Long, Thordsen, Butler, Martzahn, Nm·dmark, Swedberg, Storie, Wheat, Creswell, 
Kellogg. 
Thfrd Rou·: Sorenson, ,vaite, Rohitrnon , Chf'ster, Lynch, ,vol ff, Lowe, Johnson, Fuller, Buxbaum. 
Second Ro w: Parrell, \Vitmer, Carpenter, Sheets, \Vessling, L. Lambert, Fagan, Bergfald, Slattery, 
]ilr('eman. 
l'roi1t Ro11·: Ten·~·. Ryan, IIanso·n, Rutan, :Mitchell, \Vilken , \Vnlton, Dahl, Kern, ITogrcfr. 
President 
I/ice-President 





The English Club was organized in 1910, its purpose being to bring into a closer 
relationship those who are interested in the study of English in its various phases. 
Its personnel includes, aside from members of the faculty, those students who are 
majoring in English together with others who are working with some distinction in 
the department. Since the departments of speech and of dramatics have clubs of 
their own, it was agreed that students majoring in these types of \\·ork could best 
follow their own interest by membership in the Hamilton Club or in the Dramatic 
and Play Craft Club. Thus each of the organization's names is made stronger through 
a greater concentration of effort. 
In order to allow a better opportunity for fellowship, the meetings of the club, 
two during the term, generally take the form of a dinner followed by a program 
in which both faculty and students take part. The English Club fills an important 
place in the life of the English student from both a social and educational standpoint. 
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HA1\1ILTON CLUB 
First Row: Bailey, Mathis, Jensen, Brindley, \Vilk en, Boylan, Ma.rt:,;ahn. 
Second Ro w: Creswell, Seabury, Carstensen, B ergfald, PullPr, l\1"orse, IIornbaker. 
The Hamilton Club ,Yas organized at a meeting of the students of Iowa State 
Teachers College interested in Public Speaking, held 1\/Iay 18, 1925. The charter 
officers were: Elmer J. M cCreary, president; Allan Reed, vice-president; Leonard 
Jensen, secretary and treasurer. The purpose of the Club is to "develop interest in 
the speech arts among the students, faculty, and alumni; to elevate the standards 
of speech; to seek out and encourage talent; to develop an esprit de corps among 
all students interested in the speech arts, both within the club and out; to provide 
an abundance of opportunities for speaking in the inter-collegiate contest, and in 
public life; to keep in touch \Yith alumni, assist them in solving their problems 
and through them to extend the usefulness of the club." 
Any bona fide student of I. S. T. C. \Yho has given evidence of a genuine interest 
in the cause of constructive public speaking is eligible provided: that the roll does 
not exceed twenty-five and that his recommendations satisfy the requirements of the 
membership committee. 
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DELTA SIGl\1A RHO 














MRS. JEAN BRADY JONES 
Delta Sigma Rho is the oldest honorary national forensic fraternity, organized 
April 13, 1906. Its purpose is to raise oratory, debating, and all forensics to a 
high level. Its chapters are found only in the strongest institutions. Its policy is 
exceedingly strict. Its membership roll bears some very distinguished names. I. S. 
T. C.-alumni, students and faculty- has a real trust; to keep our forensics " ·orthy 
of membership in Delta Sigma Rho. 
928 LO GOLD 
FORENSIC LEAGUE 
S econd Row: Mr. Lrnch, DreyP r, Nordmark, Chester, B eucher, '.V. A . Brindley. 








































Ffrsl Row : Jensen, Carstensen, Akin. 
Second Row: Smith, Fa brick, Moore. 
Third Row: Kniser, Mathis, Borlan. 
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~1EN'S DEBATE 
Question: Resolved, That the United States should cease to protect, by armed 
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6, 
,iVOl\1EN'S ,vrNTER DEBATE 
AFFIRMATIVE TEAM 
DORIS CRESWELL HARRIET BRINDLEY MAXINE LAMSON 
Question: Resolved, That the United States should cease to protect, by armed 
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ORATORY 
LORNE BOYLAN 
Winner of Extempore Contest 
With the Topic 
"The Nicaraguan Situation" 
S econd Place 
VERNON CARSTENSEN 
"Ambassador Morrow in Mexico" 
LEONARD JENSEN 
Winner of Oratorical Contest 
\Vith the Oration 
"Democracy Triumphant" 
S econd Place 
]OH N FABRICK 
"The Big Parade" 
Page 18j 
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Now the year is over; 
The paper's printed, too, 
We've done a lot of work, folks, 
And now, I guess, we're thru. 
You remember how last winter, 
When the campaign was in full sway, 
You wondered who'd be the winner, 
Do you mind it came out this way? 
Four staffs were out, you know, folks; 
Excitement was at it's best; 
At last the third of March came, 
And then you know the rest. 
We've put a paper out here 
That we hope you liked to read; 
We tried to do our best, folks; 
We've kept that as our creed. 
Now that the year is over-
Time goes at such a rate!-
We ask your kindliest feelings 
For the staff of '28. 
HAROLD HARTMAN 
Assistant and Sports Editor 
g OLD GOLD 
IIPIIPl/111 lliiililll)hiilidli>Pi>Vlt na<oJKfiffl;cf(;; rmttUl.Dl.i.till it cffiYs 
FACULTY ADVISORY STAFF 
George Robinson 1Yiary IIunter Benjamin Boardman Pearl Hogrefe E. A. Finkenbinder 
Chairman 
"]VI uch that we ,Yere or hoped to be we owed to our excellent helpers." We 
found them always ready, always willing. To them, faculty advisory board and 
reportorial staff, \Ye dedicate this page. I\/Iay they find as helpful assistants as they 
were to The College Eye of '27-'28. 
1 nquiriug R eporlrr 
Womn,'s Sport Editor 
REPORTORIAL STAFF 
World and Educalional News 
Y. M. C. A. Notes 
Y. W. C. A. Notes 
Ass'!. Local Editor 
Other Campus Edi/or 
Bartlet/ lla/1 Noles 










JOHN 0. MOORE By-Gone Days Edi/or 
News R epor/ers . BERTHA FERRIS, DEAN BEVINS, MARY BELLE MERRITT 
Back Row: Seabury, Nelson. Nerbovig, Haley, Bevins, Moore, Ferris. 






THE OLD GOLD 
CORNELIA WOOLVERTO N 
Editor 
LEE T. SMILEY 
/ /rt Editor 
As each editor leaves, it is his wish that his book will not be welcomed as " Just 
another OLD GOLD." The efforts of the staff are forgotten, but the story that the 
book contains lives forever with the history of the school. 
This OLD GOLD is a mirrored symbol of T. C., a eulogy of her past and a v1s1011 
of her future. The success of this book is largely due to our advisory board, who 
so faithfully helped us to solve our problems; to Harryette Creasy and Jean Richards, 
who compiled the personal index; to William Lynch, who edited the athletic section; 
to Clair Heyer, our photographer; to :Marshall Kathan, the editor of the humor 
section; and to a Senior Committee who worked out the verses for the B. A. graduates. 
l\1uch recognition is due the Waterloo Engravers, and the Economy Advertising 




W. B . Fagan , Doris White, G. 1V. '\Valler s (Chairman), Lillian Lambert, "\V. L. 1Vallaco. 

























JULIAN H. GIST 
EMIL TROTT 
C. V. SCHWEIKER 
vV. 0. ABRAM 
R. 0. BAGBY 























s. A. CANAGAN 
THOMAS F. McDO N"ALD 
1-J. OSTERGAARD 
WM. C. SCHLUTER 
ALVIN TOSTLEBE 
LAWRENCE JEPSON 


















/I rt Edi tor 
M. B. DENr-.'Y 
M. B. DENNY 
PLEATUS BURGESS 
M. B. DENNY 
\V. A. CEPERLEY 
J:-I. E. HENDRICKSON 
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ELLEN RICHARDS CLUB 
Top Row: Diers, Leggett, Radell, Overn, Dillon. 
Second R ow: \Voolverlon , Boylf', Orr, Innes, Emerson, Black. 
Thircl Ro1u: Purviance, II are, Dou Lier, Ilonette, " roerdehoff, Pace. 
President . 
Vice-President 


































Top B ow: Martin, Hanson, Hjelm. P eet, Iludeck. ,vittern, Hunt. 
Second Row: \Vright. Schipull, ITelvig, John Ro n, Emerson , 'I"aylor. 
!Phird R ow: Griner, \Vhipple, Zihlman, \Vatso n, Kess. f,n nnin g, Buser. 
President 
//i ce-Pres ident 
OFFICERS 
Secretary and Treasurer 
ELDORA ALLIM ,\N 
FAYE BEDFORD 










EDITH JOH NSOK 
EMMA LAX NING 
MEMBERS 
GRACE ZIHLMAN 
R UTH TAYLOR 
ALICE HUDEK 
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Back R ow : Lam1ert. \Veyr r, 1\'files, L Pn z, N ielsen , Gibbs, Bra dt, \ Ve~slin g, IIartman , Shutts. 
Third R ow : \Vil son , Lilli s, Du,·all , 1\fill er , Swanson, Swancla hl , Knoop, L arson , 1\10'0r e, \Vatson . 
S econd R ow: Kno er, lJoskin s. Cochran , Dinse, P l'arson , Meyer, Price, P ay, \Vi1liam s. 
F1'on t R ow: \Vester, Gaddi s, JJarson , Daugh ert~·, Blnn eha!'Cl, Ch ambers , Con dit . 
The Mathematics Club, as now constituted, was organized in 1909, and has held 
meetings t\YO or three times a term since. Its purpose is to call attention to import-
ant mathematical developments and discoveries of the past and present; to give 
opportunity to the curious; to learn of things that are interesting but can not be 
touched on in class work; and to give an opportunity for discussing the latest dis-
coveries on the teaching of mathematics. The present membership is forty and the 
attendance for the last year or two has been from sixty to a hundred and forty. 
MEMBERS 
J-JowARD BLANCHARD CLADYS KLUEVER J. HERVEY SHUTTS 
ELSIE MAE BRADT ESTHER KNOER ALBERT STEVENSON 
L. WARD CHAMBERS PEARL KKOOP RUTH SWANDAHL 
ESTHER Coc1-1RAN EMMA LAMBERT MELVINA SWANSON 
IRA s. COKDIT JAMES LARSON RETA TARBOX 
R. D. DAUGHERTY BESSIE LEBOW MARY TERRALL 
JESSIE DINSE AGNES LENZ MARIAN THOMAS 
KARL DUBBERT RUTH MEYER RUTH TURKINGTON 
HAZEL DUVALL INEZ MILLER E. E. WATSOK 
ELDA FERGUSO N ANNE MILLER CRACE WESGAARD 
REGEN ALO GADDIS GERDA NIELSEN AGNES WESBERG 
MARY GIBBS HELEN PEARSON C. E. Vi' ESTER 
MARIE HORN ANNA PETERSEN MARGARET Vil EYER 
HELEN HOSKINS THELMA PRICE MARIAN WILLIAMS 
HAROLD JENSEN MARGARET WILSON 
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PI OMEGA PI 
First Row: Hilderbrand, Lande, H olbrook, Butler. 
Second R ow : McCra cken, Nelson, Green, Crawford, Rich. 
President . . 
Vice-President 
Secretary . 
Treasurer . . 
VELMA FROMM 
EILEE N McCRACKE N 
MARY B UTLER 
JE NN IE RICH 
HE N RY WILL 
MILDRED HOLBROOK 
WI N EFRED NELSON 
GILMA LANDE 
HA Z EL GREEN 
OFFICERS 
Fall 















R. 0. SKAR 
I-I. C. CUMMINS 
IRA CONDIT 
FRANCES BOTSFORD 
The Gamma Chapter, Pi Omega Pi, national commercial fraternity, was installed 
at the Iowa State Teachers College November 23, 1925, with thirteen charter mem-
bers. Members admitted must have at least 15 hours credit in commerce with an 
average of A. They are also chosen because of their interest in the advancement of 
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KAPPA DELTA PI 
PSI CHAPTER 
The National Honor Fraternity composed of Juniors and Seniors in the upper 
quartile of scholarship. 
The purpose is to maintain the highest educational ideals and to foster fellow-
ship, scholarship, and achievement in educational work. 
HONORARY MEMBERS 
PRESIDE~T HOMER II. SEERLEY, I. s. T . C. PROFESSOR EVA MAY LUSE, I. s. T. C. 
PROFESSOR ALISON E. AITCHISON, I. S. T. C. PROFESSOR BERTHA MARTIN, I. S. T. C. 
DR. FORREST C. ENSIGN, University of Iowa 
Former Honorary 11-fember 
PROFESSOR WILBUR H. BENDER, Iowa State College 
Special II onor Member 
ALLAN W. READ, '24, Rhodes Scholar for 1928-1931 
M\"REL BURK 
WERNER KEHE 


















J-IARRYETI' E CREASY 
MARGUERITE CHESTER 






G. W. WALTERS 
CORLEY CONLON 
CLARK H. BROWN 
MRS. ELIZABETH TALC0IT 
E. 0. FINKENBINDER 
ESTHER LEECH 
One year's Senior tuition at I. S. T. C. a\\·arded to 
Miss MYREL BURK, Botany Major 
Honorary Members for 1927 
Elected by Alumni and Ratified by Psi Chapter 
PROFESSOR ALISON E. AITCHISON 
PROFESSOR EvA MAY LusE 
PROFESSOR BERTHA MARTIN 
DOCTOR_ FORREST C. ENSIGN 
8 0 L D O OLD 
First Row: Luse, Ensign, Aitchison, Seerley, Martin, Read (Rhodes Scholar) . 
. Second Row: Burk (I. S. T. C. Scholar), Kebe (Superior Scholar), Hornbaker (President), Butler 
(Recorder and r.rreasurer), Moare, Farrell. 
Third Row: Stewart, Loomis, Lighter, Weyer, Kluever, Hamil. 
Fourth Row: Egbert, Gregg, Brom, Wolff, Gibbs, Martzahn. 
Fifth Row: Creasy, Chester, Olson, Samuels, Ford, Helmick . 
.Sixth Row: Walters, Conlon, Brown, Talcott, Finkenbinder (Counselor), Leech. Lantz. 
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SIOUX CL UB 
Back Row: Aves, Bartelt, Eneboe, Stark, M. Eneboe, Robinson, Cobb. 
Middle Row : Colby, O'Connor, Formanack, Snyder, Ewing, Jameson. 
J'1•ont Row: Ewing, Sando, Running, Heisler, Nerbovig, Justus. 
The Sioux Club is an organization of South Dakota girls. The purpose 1s to 






ETNA AVES, Groton 
HELEN BARTELT, Sioux Falls 
TERESA BRADY, lfighmon, 
LEOLA CATLIN, Platte 
BEATRICE COLBY, Beresford 
HAZEL ENEBOE, Canton 
MILDRED ENEBOE, Canton 
BESS COBB 
MARY EwING, Doland 
Runr EwING, Doland 
MABEL FrncH, Dell Rapids 
IRMA FoRMANACK, 'Mitchell 
ROSE FRANK, Sioux Falls 
OFFICERS 
Fall Winter 
Runi; NERBOVIG HELEN JUSTUS 
CECILE RUNNING 
MARGUERITE OLSON HELEN HEISLER 




HELEN HEISLER, Parker 
MARGARET JAMESON, Sioux Falls 
HELEN JUSTUS, Sioux Falls 
CATHARINE MORRIS, Langfo,·d 
Ru-nr NERBOVIG, Sioux Falls 
GERTRUDE O'CONNOR, Beresford 
PEARL R OBINSON, Sisseton 
CECILE RUNNING, Valley Springs 
THEA SANDA, Vermillion 
MARY SNYDER, Parker 
ROSAMOND STARK, Unityville 
MARGUERITE OLSON, Sioux Falls 
MYRTLE NEWPORT, Sioux Falls 
NORINE MAXWELL, Vermillion 
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SQUARE AND COMPASS CLUB 
Pourth Row: I-Iolman, Lorenz, Ritter, Finkenbinder, McCreary, Riebe, Martens, A. C. l!1uller, Earwic.ker. 
Third Row: Taber, Stark, Wilcox, I-Iollingsworth, I-Iart, Denny, )!7 aust, Condit. 
Second Row : Irelan, Glasgow, l(inser, l!7 arrel, Palmer, l!7 . E. l!7 uller, Robb, '.r'odd, Hoyt. 





LEE T. SMILEY 
BURTON FAUST 
TED MARTENS 
The purpose of the organization was to promote social and fraternal relationship 
among the Master Masons, students and faculty, connected with the Iowa State 
Teachers College. This aim was accomplished by a series of meetings which were 
held every two weeks at the club house at 2209 Walnut Street, until May 1, 1924. 
The organization was affiliated with the National League of Masonic Clubs during 
the first three years and held many lodges of instruction enabling them to confer de-
grees at Black Hawk Lodge No. 65. 
The Square and Compass Club was reorganized last year and has met at least 
once each term since that time for a social evening. Talks by prominent Masons 
have been features of these meetings as well as "big feeds." 
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BAR'fLETT H ALL COUNCIL 
Back Row: Nellie Loughridge, Minua Hanson, Kathleen Lichty, Louise Jones, Mary Gibbs, Evelyn Carl-
son, Ruth Woodward. 
Fourth Row: Alice Hudek, Ma urine Whitney, Ruth Bodenham, Mae ·winter, Vernetre Schmidt. 
Third Row: Florence Brown, Mayme Furgeson, Clara Ge,1der, Ruth Woocl, Dorothy Archer, Katherine 
Morris. 
Second Row: Greta Gehrig, J~velyn \Vaile, Inez Obrecht, Mildred Mauck, Katherine Rose, Rosemary 
Kleinfelder, Lois Hardy. 
First Row: Zillah Royer, Sylvia Day, Marie Kern, Marguerite Chester, Margaret McLeod, Ruth Rosen-
berger, Thelma Lillig. 
BARTLETT H ALL MATROS 
Uarl,· Rou,1: Miss Con n, JHiRs \'Var,wr, l\irs. Moi r , l\.Irs. Brown. 
J'ront Uuw: :Miss Robinson, l\liss ] laight, l\1iss Boomer. 
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CECIL IAN GLEE CLUB 
Back Row: Porter, 11:ickael, Fleming, Evans, Lighter, ,Stove1\ rraylor, Wood. 
Third Row: rrisdale, Ferguson, Orl'is, Olive Barker, \Villie, Gillis, ,~atters. 
Second, Bow: VanDersall, Shawner, Anderson, Colb,v, Rosenberg, Shaffer, Ch:i.sc, McGee. 


















MYRTLE ORRIS, Crawfordsville 
Runr ROSENBERG, Jndependenre 
GLADYS ANDERSON, Stale Genta 
MAYME FERGUSON, Banirs City 
KATHERINE FLEMING, Burlington 
ALICE JOHNSON, Cedar Falls 
IRMA MICKAEL, Cedar Falls 
IRMA McGEE, llumboldt 
Junction, Mo. CORENE VAN DERSALL, La Porte City 
RUTH Woon, Davenport 
OLINA COLBY, Lake Mills 
LYLE SHAFFER, Slte/Jleld 
CLARA GEUDER, Guttenberg 
MARION BRONSON, If/ aterloo 
RUTH CAVANA, Iowa Falls 
MARGARET PORTER, Cedar Falls 
HELEN STOVER, Swaledalr 
CLARICE SHAWNER, Red Oak 
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MARGARET TAYLOR, Nashua 
VIOLET WATTERS, TVaterloo 
Second Sopranos 
NORM A C~LISE, 1\;fuscatine 
REGINA GILLIS, Ricevi/ft, 
RUTH SHI_MP, Jfu!l 
DANA CAMPBELL, lf'aterlon 
11 ltos 
BEATRICE TISDALE, ['11ion 
ANNA PETERSON, Kimballton 
FREDA \VILLE, lf/ aterloo 
ELMA L1c11TER, Conrad 
MIRIAM EVANS, Spencer 
i' 
BEL CANTO GLEE CLUB 
Back Row: Stany, Maxwell, Harris, Nielsen, Soukup, Hjelm, Day, ·walton. 
Third Row: IIasselman, Schmidt, George, Cortright, Davis, Stewart, I. rrisdale, Adolph . 
. 'i'econd Row: Baker, Dawson, l~verts , Burns, Mayfield. r hompson, Franz, II. Tisdale, \Yaggon er. 
f 11·ont Ro1, 1 : Rapp, Rowe, Davi s, Leach, Voss, Egbert, Jakway, ,villoughby, Day. 














LUCILE THOMPSON Acco111pa11ist 
LUCILE CORTRIGHT 
LUCILE THOMPSON 
HELE N WAGGONER 
ELIZABETH CODER 
ELSIE R OSENBERG 

























LORRAIN J AKWAY 





1-IAZEL R .IPP 








. ,., I~ ·i., ;5'.--
• = • • GOLD . 
.. ~ ,--·················· ,, ........................... ,_.,, ................................ , ............. , ................... , ............. . 
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EUTERPEAN GLEE CLUB 
Bacl,; Row: lTowe, \Voodring, Yaryan, :N'orthrup, Pladsen, Emerson, Damman. 
!J.1hird ]low: Rutan, Rust, rrerrill, Egan, Audregg, Jaeger. 
SPcOnll Ro11•: Starbuck. Ca lbreath, .Je8ter. Miss )1Iayfield, Flickinger, Lowe, Kleist. 




Treasurer and Secretary 
A cco111pa11ist 
















































MINA HANSE K 
BERNICE NORTHUP 
ELEANOR EVAKS 
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AEOLIAN GLEE CLUB 
Back Row: 
Fourth Row : 
Third, Row: 
Howell, Holthans, Severson, Bsnda, Prescott, Chambers, Hudek, McCreary, Shields. 
Royer, Johnson, Lete, Squier, Rogness, Rupprich, Frost, Barkdoll, Strong, --, --. 
Borlaug, --, Frederick, King, Ashley, Standish, Anderson, VVillson, Mozier, Kewney, 
Lenz. 
Second, Row: 
Front Row : 
Fordyce, Helvig, Brown, Williams, Brown...t... C'owie, Mayfield, Dresser, --, Stokes, Arends. 




Secretary and Treasurer 
Social Chairman 
Librarian 
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:MINNESINGER GLEE CLUB 
Tov Row : ,venger, Sawser, Patton, EnglPlke, Lowell, Shutts, Paige, ,vest, Ellyson, Speer. 
Middle Row: Barber, Childs, Heyer, Shultz, KlinoIT, Goken , J-Ioward, Grun:-.mond, .Tewell. 
Bottoni Row: Bogard, Boshart, Clik ema n, Professor I-Iayes, Jensen , Shutt, Stout., Reed. 












DO N CLIKEMAN 


































T ROUBADOU RS 
Back R ow: John son , \Vilson , Hunt, K.orf, Stin e, llnn scher, Polten, Chambers, Stokke, Strand, Dieter, 
Dowden . 
Jliddle R ow: Newman , An ema, 1\{attin gl~,, Car\"'er, Calbrealh, Cole, Conklin , .Johnson. r,\'rell , Co1tins, 
Vander sall, R yan . 



















PA UL GANT 
FRA N K EVERHART 
AMOS Vil JLSON 
RALPH VAN DUSALL 
GERALD COLE 
ARTHU R HACKEY 
KE1ni CONKLIN 
Bass 
















GLE N COBEEN 
KENNETH MATTINGLY 
LOWELL CARVER 































Back Row: Co been, Watson, Neilson, Lund, Buntin, Donahoe, Berry, Woito, Shoemaker. 
Middle Row: Popejoy, Bogard, Sisson, Dillon, Collins, Johnson, Ranney, HunL, Keidel, Doe. 
























































Five of the members of the Band are taking the Band Master's Course. The 








Recitative (Tenor ) ... .................. .. ........ ................................. ............ Comfort ye my people 
Air (Tenor ) ..................................... ....................................... Every valley shall be exalted 
Chorns ............................. .. ............................................................... And the glory of the Lord 
Recitative (Bass) ............................................. ...................... ................. Thus saith the Lord 
Air (Bass) .......... ...................... .................... But why may abide the day of His coming 
Recitative (Alto ) ................................................................ Behold a Virgin shall conceive 
Air (Alto and Chorus) .................................... Oh, thou that tel lest good tidings to Zion 
Recitative (Bass ) ........................................ For, behold, darkness shall cover the Earth 
Air (Bass) .. ...... ···· .................................................... The people that walked in darkness 
Chorus ................... ..................................................................... For unto us a child is born 
Pastoral Symphony 
Recitative (Soprano ) ............. ..................... ....................... There were shepherds abiding 
Recitative (Soprano) .......................... And lo! the Angel of the Lord came upon them 
Recitative (Soprano ) ................... ......................................... And the angel said unto them 
Recitative (Soprano) ........................................ And suddenly there wa s with the angel 
Chorus ....... ~············· ······ ·· ··· ·•········································•···································· ····Glory to God 
Recitative (Alto ) ....................... .. ............... Then shall the eyes of the blind be opened 
Air (Alto ) .............................. ..... ......................... He shall feed His flock like a shepherd 
Air (Soprano) ......................................................... .. ................................... Come unto Him 
Air (Alto ) .... •·································································································H e was despised 
Recitative (Tenor ) .................... ............................... . Thy rebuke hath broken His heart 
Air (Tenor ) ............................................................ Behold and see if there be any sorrow 
Air (Bass ) ............................................................ Why do the nations so furiousl y rage 
Chorus ..................................... ................................. .. ................................ Worthy is the lamb 
Air (Soprano ) .............................................................. .... I know that my Redeemer liveth 





THE WESTMINSTER FOUNDATION 
Westminster Fel lowship Guild Westminster House Student Council and Director 
The Westminster Foundation of Iowa has provided, at 242--1- College, a delightful 
home for the use of the students. The social and religious activities are planned by 
the Council. The Guild meets each week in a program of World Fellowship and 
service. 
THE WESLEY FOUNDATION 
The Wesley Foundation seeks to meet the religious and social needs of the Metho-
dist students and those other students of I. S. T. C. not affiliated with a similar 
organization. It urges the student to active participation in the worship of some 
church and in the program carried on at the student center. 





CATHOLIC STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
First Row: Kleinfelder, Justus, Doffing, Wessling. 





Corresponding Secretary . 
Librarian 
Representative on Religious Gou 11cil 
Spiritual Di,·eclor 
Faculty Adviser . 
OFFICERS 
Fall 









Lucy CARROLL • 
AG N ES WESSLING 
HELE N JUSTUS 
REV. J. C. WIENEKE 
Miss A. DOFFING 
The Catholic Student Association was chartered to this institution in 1903 under 
the name of the Newman Society. Meetings are held weekly, every third being a 
social function. The main work of this club is the reading of papers and discussions 
of different religious problems. These meetings are under the guidance of Rev. J. 
C. Wieneke and Miss Anna Doffing, faculty adviser. 
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LUTHERAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION 
Back Row: Wolll', Martin, Lenz, Hovland, Eggland, Cole, Shold, Quam, Olson, Bloom. Fischer, Peter• 
son, Sando, Engelke. 
Fifth Row: U1lensvang, Swenson, J. Swenson, :b.,reeland, Eickelberg, Broers, Andreae, Wilken, Rohl"', 
Stammer, Kehe. 
Four.th Row: Helmke, Martzahn, Helgason, Skar, Strenge, Meyer, Walke, Hotchkiss, Eneboe, Seedorff, 
R. 0. Skar, Pladsen. 
ThiriL Row: Bunger, Gullickson, Berg, IIendrickson, Britton, Sime, Severson, Ericson Foss, Nielsen, 
Petersen. 
Second Row: Strand, Johnson, Olson, Bruening, Duea, Hjelm, Swandahl, Gallmeyer, Schaefer, Knutson, 
Hoth, J"ohnson. 
Front Row: IIansen, Larson, Wemark, Schultz, Johnson, Nielsen, Diers, E. Diers, Kurtz, Eeneboe. 




















The purpose and aim of the Lutheran Student Association is to create and main-
tain a spirit of Christian fellowship among the Lutheran students on the campus, and 
to help promote their ideals, and through the organization to do all we can to pro-
mote the welfare of the College. Under the able leadership of Rev. H. W. Siefkus, 
our student pastor, and with the aid of Miss Ida Huglin, Professors R. 0. Skar 
and Luther A. Richman, the organization has done much in fulfilling its aims. 
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Y. W. C. A. CABINET 
Hirst Row : Ca,.,.nna, 1-Ialey, Kern, Beck, Gregg, Cooley, Creasy. 













Freshman R epresenlati'Ve 
Sopho111ore Co uncil R eprese11/ali'Vc 
Student Secretary • 
M ARIE KERN 
ALTA GREGG 






ISABELLE DAVI S 
J ULIA HAWKS 
ORPHA HELM 
MYRL B URKE 
WILHELMINE J-lA"LEY 
SYLVIA DAY 
LO UELLA M. BECK 
In most colleges there is a room known as the Friendly Room. In our college 
this room is called the Y. W. C. A., for here all girls are given an opportunity for 
rest, fun, work, fellowship and inspiration. 
Our purpose is: "To live unreservedly Jesus' law of love in every relationship 
and so to know God." 
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Miss M ,IRY B. H UNTER 
Miss SELINA TERRY 
Miss ELLA HATCH 
Miss IDA C. RDHF 
ADVISORY BOARD 
Miss MD,NIE STARK 
Miss AMY AREY 
MRS. C . A. FULLERTON 
MRS. MARIO :-/ M cFARLAN D \VALKER 
SOPHOMORE COUNCIL 
Second Row: Tarbox, Dage, Brown, !{needy, Flickinger, Ecke}s1 "\Viese, \Vheeler. 







































Pop Row: Backstrom, Simpson, Lewis, Oetzmann, Griggs, Knapp, Deatherage, Barkdoll, Bowen, 
Murley, Adams, Dowden. 
Middle Row : Kern, Dierksin, Gray, Rohr, Snow, Youngdale, Perrin, Reade, Mitchell, Wilson, Dorow. 














In former years the Commission has been largely a discussion group; but smce the 
birth of the organizations purely for this purpose, the Freshman Club has had as its 
subject "The background of 'Y' work for the Student Association." 
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HUGH F. SEABURY 
President 





M. J. BERGFALD 
Secretary 
No greater contribution to society can be made than that made by an individual 
who will forget self and think only of the help and good will that he may give by 
serving others. The Y . M . C. A. offers such opportunity and has been well repre-
sented by its officers and cabinet in the realization of its program and purposes which 
are: 
1. To lead students to faith in God through Jesus Christ. 
2. To lead them into membership and service in the Christian church. 
3. To promote study of the Bible and to stimulate well-rounded development 
of mind and body. 
4. To promote a positive moral and religious college spirit. 
5. To challenge students to make the will of Christ effective 111 human society, 
and to extend the Kingdom of God throughout the world. 
Second Row: Park (V.-President), Bergfald (Secretary), Hollis (Publicity), Smiley (Art), McMams 
(Finance), Slocum (Athletics), Husby (Treasurer), H. Jensen (Fr. Commission). 
First Row: Reed (Advisor), Strand (Gospel T.), Shutt (Gospel T.), Seabury (President), L. Jensen 
(Gospel T.), Craft (Gospel '.r.), Charles (Advisor), Robinson (Advisor). 





First Row: Knoer, Nielsen, Burk, Lantz, Tjaden, Gibbs, Ferguson. 
Second, Row: Mills, McLennan, Rader, Lenz, Fernau, Nissen, Van Zante1 IIumke . 
President . . 
T'ice-President 
Secretm·y . . 
Treasurer . • 
Publicity Manager 
DR. C. w. LA NTZ 
DR. ROY L. AB BOTT 
M YREL BURK 











ESTHER NISSE N 
PEARL RADER 
MYRLE JOKES 




ANNA J-lU MKE 




Miss WI 1' I FRED GILBE RT 
MR. 0. R. CL.IRK 
ESTllER KKOER 
AGNES LENZ 
K ATHERINE McLEXX.I :\' 
MIN NIN MILLS 
I NGEBORG NIELSOX 
EsTJI ER NISSE:'\ 
PEARL R ADER 
EILEEN TJADEN 
lIAZEL VAK ZAXTE 
OLD 0 OLD 
IOWA GAMMA CHAPTg:R OF 
. PI GAMMA lVIU 
(National Honorary Social Science Society) 
Top Row: 'l'hompson, Hof, Kaise1·, O'Neill, W'ellborn, McConnell, Trygg, Holman. 
Middle Row : Cook, Erbe, Moore, Husby, Robb, Kinser, Miller, Blomker, Wallace. 
Lo wer Row: Damm an, Riggs, Wimer, Loomis, Ingebritsen, lladley, IIamil, llerrling, Turkington, 1ifills. 








W. L. WALLACE 
CARL H. ERBE, J-IAZELE WIMER 
H. C. COOK 
CARL H. ERBE 
J. D. GEMMILL 
NELLIE L. BLOMKER 
LORNE M. BOYLAN 




MILDRED HERRLI 'G 
ll'ACULTY MEMBERS 
MARY M. I-luNTER 
H. J. O'NEILL 
SARA M. RIGGS 
G. C. ROBINSON 
M. R. THOMPSON 
\V. L. v'i'ALLACE 
F. W. WELLBORK 
CHARTER MEMBERS-STUDENTS 
LAWREKCE HOF 
W. \V. HOLMAN 
B. E. HUSBY 
ROBA TAYLOR lNGEBRITSEN 
KERMIT KAISER 
G. B. KINSER 
MARJORIE LOOMIS 




JOHN 0. MOORE 
OLIVER TRYGG 
LEON ROBB 
R unr TURKINGTON 
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SIGMA TAU DELTA 
LAMBDA BET A CHAPTER 
First Row : Bu tier, Farrell, Wheat, Ford, Christensen, Long, Franz. 
S econd Row : Rockwell, S. A. Lynch, Thor dsen, P earl Hogrefe, Chester , Hor nbaker, Mathis, Martzahn . 









S. A. LYNCH PEARL HOGREFE 
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS 
GLADYS HORNBAKER 
RUTH M. ROCKWELL 










MARY L. WHEAT 
ETHEL L. CHRISTENSEN 
The national professional English fraternity, Sigma Tau Delta, has for its active 
members Juniors and Seniors who are English majors, and who have shown out-
standing scholarship in English work. Such work is to be estimated on the basis of 
originality, aesthetic appreciation of literature, and promise in research or in creative 
writing. The associate membership may be composed of two faculty members and 
a limited number of upper classmen who are not English majors but who show an 
unusual ability in that line. 
This chapter has two purposes: First, to foster literary interests on the campus 
of the Iowa State Teachers College, by encouraging in its own members originality 
and initiative, the understanding and appreciation of literature as an art, interest 111 
research, and self-expression through creative writing. Secondly, to stimulate 111 
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" Jl.tt us bo our work as weH, 
JlilotlJ tlJe unsm1 anb tl)e seen; 
~ ake tl)e l)ouse, wl)ere c81obs map 
bwell, 
Jlileautiful, mtire, anb titan.'· 
- LO N GFELLOW 
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\ rERNA CLlNCMAN 



































FRANCES VAN DYKE 
ETHEL CHRISTENSE N 












Esn-1 ER KNOHR 
II ESTER CROSS WA lTE 
MARY MARGARET SEELEY 
R UT!! BUSBY 
FRANCIS VA N DYKE 
GRACE 'NESGARD 

















M uo<.OLE HANAWALT 
MILTO N DOVE 























P11ILIP L. PEAK 
EVERT RIDER 
PHILIP SHUTT 









928 0 L D GO 
Top Row: :hf. IIerrling, F. Bailey, Seabury, Sexsmith, L. Herrling. 
Second Row: Hartman, Richards, Christensen, Knoer, Stevens. 
1'hird Row: Rose, Perry, Miller, Dowden, Gregg. 
Pourth Row: Cavana, Korneise, Lindsay, Seeley, Van Dyke, Clingman. 




Top Row: Prohaska, Goff, Bouslough, Hatch, Moore. 
Second Row: F erguson, Emerso·n, Bobo, Busby, Lansiedel. 
Third R ow: rrerry, Read, .,.Nesgaard, \Voolverton, Carstensen. 
Fourth Row: Brockman, Pnrk, I. B::tiley, Skemp, Shutt, Eells. 







I N 1877 a group of seven girls organized the first girls' literary society of I. S. T. C., naming it 
Alpha. l\Irs. D. S. Wright, ,Yife of Professor 
Wright, our senior professor, was among this group of 
charter members. It was a great day in the history of 
the school when this first literary society was safely 
launched. In white dresses, pink g0\n1s, and white hats 
the members marched across the campus to the buildings , 
meeting and saluting President Seerlcy who acknowledged 
the salute and gave the gids a room for meetings in the 
present Gilchrist Hall. Society Day Parades, the Col-
lege Paper and Annual are some of the all-college 111-
stitutions " ·hich Alpha and Philo sponsored in their be-
ginnings. Among the prominent alumnae of Alpha " ·e 
are proud to name Bess Streeter Aid rich, prominent short-
story writer for the American l\1agazine. In truth, 
Alph;i "leads the way." 
t 9 2 B 0 L D GOLD 
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ARI STO 
Top Row: Bambrick, Miller, Ziekefoose, Shutts, Zickefoose, Ross. 


















.11 ffir mative 





















































I 9 2 8 OLD 
SHAKESPEAREAN LITERARY SOCIETY 
Established 1883 
Colors-Red and Black Flower-Red Rose-

















Treasurer MARIAN GITT DOROTHY FREEBURG 










JULIA MAE BAKER 
MARIAN DIERKSON 
DOROTHY FREEBURG 
HELE N BROWN 
ELIZABETH BARGER 
















R u nr T URKI KGTON 






































MARY ELIZABETH REED 





28 0 L D GOLD 
First Row: Rockwell, Nelson, Taylor, Kilpatrick, McLeod. 
Second Row: McMahon, Rohrer, Creasy, Hudek, De Weese. 
Thi?-d Jlow: Lockwood, Barlow, H . Butler, Chambers, Lyman . 
Fourth Jlow: Peterson, Deardoff, Gray, Umbarger, Ashley. 
Fifth Row: '.I'urki ngton 1 McMillan, Yarcho, Barger. 





First Row: Dierksen, Gitt, Beck, Christensen , Brown. 
Second lluw: L. Smith, V. Rust, E. Rust, Graham, M. Smith. 
Third Row: V. :i\Iartin, R-Osenberger, Gillham, Standish, D. Martin. 
l!'owrth Row: [Tall, Norman, M. Butler, 1-lerndon, l!l.·eeburg. 
Fifth Row: Reed, Murley, Wnssenaar. 
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I. S. T. C.'S STATE CHAMPION ORATOR 
MILDRED CHAPLIN 
Winner of First place in Iowa Collegiate Womens' Forensic League Contest-held 
.at Parsons College, February 17, 1928. 
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Fi't'st Row: Deimerly, Tisdale, Fleming, l{leist. 
Second Row: Obrect, Benda, G. Ko1·dmark, B. Nordmark. 
Third Row: Morrical, Steenhusen, rreagarclen. Jaeger. 
Fo1ll'lh Row: Hunter, B. Tisdale, Haas, Dicker. 




CHREST01\1ATHIAN LITERARY SOCIETY 
Established in 1901 
Colors-Cream and \Nine Flower-Red Rose 




























































I 9 2 S 0 L D 0 OLD 
Pirst Row: Nerbovig, Crom, Calbreath, Merrigan, Hoskins. 
Second Row: McCracken, Kinkennon, McCleary, Archer, Peterson. 
Third Row: Mead, Johnson, Siemens, Porter, ,vebb. 
Pourth Row: Starbuck, McFazden, VanDersall, Nancolas, Hendricks. 
Pi/th Row: Nowels, Davis, Rich, Dresser. 
2 
CLIOSOPHIC LITERARY SOCIETY 
Established 111 1886 
Colors-Yellow and vVhite Motto-"Lux et Veritas" 




Treasurer . . 
Marshal 
Forensic League Member 
DOROTHY ARCHER 
LILLIAN BALDWIN 
RA CHEL BAUFMAN 
ERMA BROWN 
















DARLE NE CALBREATH 
FERN CROM 




A d'l!iser-M1ss LOUISE HEARST 
MEMBERS 
























LILLIA N PETERSEN 
JE KNIE RICH 



















928 0 OLD 
Fi>\Yt Row: Stebe, Kelly, Waite, V. Winter, Chaplin. Ser·ond Row: Carpenter, Purviance, Vera Winter, I-Iatch, Boock. 
Third Row: Bertness, Carney, Albertson, Woodring, Zieko. 
Fourth Row: Lewis, Kistler, Pilcher, Whitney, Alcock. 




DELPHIAN LITERARY SOCIETY 
Colors-Purple and White 












































































28 0 L D 0 OLD 
First Row: Stingley, Kreimeyer, Kluever, Hanson. 
Second Row: Ash, Barron, Hunke, Cannon. 
Third Row: Bowman, Dirrim, Cal1ahan. 
Pourth Row: }Jendrick, Sniith, I-Iearing. 






928 0 L D 
EU LAL IAN LITERARY SOCIETY 
Emblem-Crescent and Feather Flower-Sunburst Rose 
Colors-Jade, Coral and Purple Mascot-Homer, the White Elephant 








Forensic League Member 




































































928 0 L D 
!J'op Row: J\fcLennan, Stoakes, :Meyer, Nelson, Bangson. 
,._'-.~econd Row: Trornerhauser, VVright, }ti!organ, Orr, Ilelmick. 
'l'hird Row: Lenz, Young, Sellman, Livingston, Cochran. 
J?ourth Row: Morris, Freeland, Dahl, Reeve, \Valsh. 
Pifth Row: St<n,er, Lowler, Iverson, Paulsen, Cooper. 
~\'i.-rth Row: Kern, Curtis, Goodell, Buser, Jackway, Pearson. 
a 
HOl\1ERIAN LITERARY SOCIETY 
Established 1913 
Colors-White and Delft Blue Motto-"W e Seek the 





















MR. AKO MRS. SEERLEY 
MRS. AKNJE PORTER 

















M .IRY FREELAND 
IIONORARY MEMBERS 
Miss ANNA WILD 



















MRS. w. w. GIST 
Miss LILLIAN LAMBERT 




















928 OLD 00 
l?irst Row: Hanson, Hjelm, Thompson, Schmidthuber, Creighton. 
Second Row: Hosteter, Leitha, Stammer, Schultz, Rohr. 
Third Row: Gallmeyer, Leary, Woodward, Hamilton, ,Vilken. 
Fourth Row: Thomas, Hunter, Pischer, P ladsen, Martin. 
Fifth Row: Colby, Thon, Mayer, Nielsen, Corriell. 
Sixth Row: Benedict, Risiov, Ness, Crist, Huus. 
928 0 L D 0 OLD 
IRVING LITERARY SOCIETY 











CLAIRE MAYER ALICE ROHR \ ' !VIAN LANDSTROM 
Runr WoODWARll Runr WOODWARD GERDA NIELSEN 
ALICE ROI-IR ELEOi-'OR MARTIN MERLE CORRIELL 
ALICE HJELM CHRISTI XE 
PRESIDENT AND MRS. SEERLEY 















Miss MONICA ,v1LD 









LA YETTA PERRINE 



























Top Row: Shold, Dalla.s, Emerson, Chambers, ,vickens. 
Second Row: Hovland, Prull, 'I'arbox, Myhre, Sailer. 
:l.'h'irc! Row: Geick, ·welch, Chester. Hornbaker, Poster. 
Ji'onrlh Row: Cole, Shimp, Garluncl, Young,blut, P. Brown. 
Pi/th Row: Swanson, Dunn, Gienap, Jieath, Colb?, ~1cDonald. 
Sfa-th Row: Long, D. Brown, White, 'l'ully, Holmes, Burkardt. 
928 
NEOTROPHIAN LITERARY SOCIETY 
Established in 1891 
Colors-Corn and Blue 







Forensic League . 
BEATRICE \\IILBUR 
LOWELL E. WELLS 






















Flower-Yell ow Rose 














MR. AND MRS. FULLERTON 






























MR. AND MRS. FRAMPTOX 
MR. AND MRS. CABLE 
MR. AND MRS. STONE 























a LO GOLD 
First Row: n.foem, Davis, Gender, I-Ielm, Doller. 
Second Row: Marsh, Lowe, Tjaden, Cooley, 1Volff. 
'.J.1hfrd Row: Thordsen, Fiene, Burk, ·van Zante, Balgeman. 
F'ou-rth Row: Holthouse, Steussy, Franz, VVilJiams, Nelson. 
Pi/th Row: Jacobson, Robinson, Datisman. 
I 
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OSSOLI LITERARY SOCIETY 





Motto-"Be to the Best Thou Knowest Ever True" 
Mascot-Donkey 
OFFICERS 
IV inter Spring 
DAVIS ISABELLE DAVIS GERTRUDE FIENE 
STARRY MRS. MASON LOWE MRS. MASON LOWE 
Secretary MYREL BURK MYREL BURK BERTHA JACOBSEK 
Treasurer . DOROTHY 


















MR. AND MRS. GETCHELL 











CVELO R. HOLTHAl-'S 
BERTH A JACOBSEN 
MRS. MASON LOWE 
GLADYS MARSH 




















First Row: Moody, Royer, Hotchkiss, Balzer. 
Second Row: Kissler, rrhornish, Freese, )fartzahn. 
Thi1'£l Row: Bachman, Bryden, Hardy, Terrill. 
Fourth Row: Buchler, Saunders, hlohu, :Merrick. 





ZETA LITERARY SOCI ETY 
Colors-Rose and Gray Flower-American Beauty Rose 
Motto-"W e Seek the Truth" Mascot-Black Cat 







MR. AND MRS. LYNCH 

















ALICE BAUCHMA N 
Miss ELLA HATCH 
HONORARY MEMBERS 
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INTER-SORORITY COUNCIL 
First Row: Egbert, Riggs, ,Vood, "Wilson, Thomes, Martin. Second, Row: Thomas, Cory, Nelson, E. Lambert, Rogers, Mueller . 
The aim of the Inter-Sorority Council is to promote friendliness and cooperation 




Nu Omicron Nu Sigma Phi 
Kappa Theta Psi . . 
Alpha Beta Gamma . 
Delta Phi Delta . 
Phi Omega Pi . . 
Phi Sigma Phi . . 





















Miss E . LAMBERT 
Miss MUELLER 
---.::;=:==--
I 9 2 GOLD 
NU Ol\1ICRON NU SIG.\lA PHI 
Established in 1898 
First Row: E gbert, Loomis, Whitehill, Flemin g, Driggs, Smitb , Hey. 
S econd Row: Scully, Nauman , Lamkin, Richards, D ou gh erty, Houghton, Severin, Woolverton. 
HONORARY MEMBERS 
MRS. LUTHER RICHMAN 
Miss LILLIAN LAMBERT 












Class of 1929 , 
ALICE DRIGGS 
WILMA HEY 
Class of 1930 
MARTHA DAUGHERTY 




Mrss SARA RIGGS 











DELTA PHI DELTA 
Established in 1906 
First Row: Donegan, Craver, Martin, Flanagan, Peterson, Brower. 
Second Row: Crane, Frederickson, Laity, Larson, Marquis. 
















LA VILLA FREDERICKSEN 
MARJORIE DONEGA N 
MARY FLANAGAN 
PLEDGES 
LA FRANCE CRANE 
MRS. GENICE HOFFMAN 
MAUD MOORE 
R UBY KAI 
OLINA COLBY 
JACQUELINE LARSON 




KAPPA THETA PSI 
Established in 1906 
First Row: Lamb, Woodside, Kerr, "Willoughby, Freshwater, Lamson. 
Second Row: Cole, McFarland, Davis, Johnston, Clin e, Mattison. 
Third Row: Wood, Wheat, Carol Akin, Clarice Akin, Kelly, Hill. 
Miss BERTHA MARTIN 






MARJORIE M cFARLAND 
HONORARY MEMBERS 
Miss OLIVE BARKER 
MRS. FRED SCHMIDT 
SISTERS ON FACULTY 
SISTER IN CITY 
Miss MARY ROBINSON 
SORORES IN COLLEGE 
MAXI NE LAMSON 




MARG RETTA KERR 
PLEDGES 
l;OTTY HILL 
Miss WINIFRED TUTTLE 
Miss CORLEY CONLON 
Runr Woon 




W11, HAMIXE l!ALEY 
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ALPHA BETA GAl\1l\1A 
Established in 1906 
Fi1·st Row: Nerbovig, Wi11ard, Clausen, Wescott, Lande, Bronson. 
Second Row: Bauw, "Wilson , Bartelt, W ebb, Johnson. 
Third Row : Rosenberg, DOrrell , Carney, Ilolman, Voss, Green. 









Miss GLADYS EVANS 
Miss RHEA WAHLE 
OLD MEMBER 
MRS. CORINNE PRESTON 
SORORES IN COLLEGE 
Class of 1928 
GILMA LANDE 
Class of 1929 
GRACE CLAUSEN 
Jo WILLARD 
Class of 1930 






Miss ALLISON AITCHISON 
ERNA \VEBB 






PHI Ol\1EGA PI 
Established in 1915 
Top Row: Kendall. 1'I. Kern, Roach, 1'-1:eLennan, Rohrer, .Johnson, Palm er, Golterman, Ilatch. 
Second Row: Kerlin, Reeves, Oldham, Jester, Gi llham, Norman, Dunkleberg, Garstang, Taylor. 
Third Row: Thomas, \'Vhipple, Man tor, Reade, Marford, Moathart, .Jurgensen, Steiner, Day. 







MARGARET D UNKELBERG 
HELE N GRAY 
JANET READE 
SORORES IN COLLEGE 




HELE N GILLHAM 
GWEN HATCH 





Class of 1930 
Class of 1931 
FACULTY MEMBER 
Miss DOROTHY MAE WHEELER 
KATHRYN McLENNA N 
VIOLET NORMAN 
KATHERI NE ELLIS REEVES 
GLADYS WHIPPLE 
MARY Esn1ER NAUMAN 






I 9 2 8 
PHI SIGlVIA PHI 
Established in 1918 
Top Row: Jewell, Pangburn, Dunkle, Witten, Kellogg, Newton, Howard, Nelson, 
Second Row: Boysen, Pettit, Ford, Hill, Pearce, J. Storie, L. Storie, Wright. 
Third, Row: Cowie, Littrell, Cresswell, vVensel, Pierce, Wiler, Southgate, Edwards, Williams. 











Miss DORIS WHITE 
SORORES IN COLLEGE 




Class of 1929 
JOYCE NEWTON 
VELMA PANGB U RN 
DORIS 'NI LLIAMS 
Class of 1930 
Class of 1931 
PLEDGES 
MILLICE NT HOWARD 
Miss ROWE NA EDWARDS 
HELEN JEWELL 
LELA WITTEN 
PRISCI LLA SO UT HGATE 
ESTELLA PIERCE 
BETH LITTRELL 
M .\RJOR! E J-I ll, L 
MARY WRIGHT 
MARJORIE PEARCE 
FLORENCE D ux KLE 
92 OLD 0 OLD 
TAU SIGMA DELTA 
Established in 1920 
First Row: Drake, Hardie, Rogers, D e Weese, Payne, Herrling, Zumkof. 
Second Row: Troutner, Klienfelder, Coder, Fisher, Martins, Kreimeyer, Maddy, Garrett. 
BERNICE TOMS 
Lars DRAKE 







SORORES IN COLLEGE 




Class of 1929 
MARJORIE ROGERS 
Class of 1930 
ELIZABETH CODER 














PI THETA PI 
Established in 1924 
0 OLD 
First Row: Redington , Anderson, Dage, Burton, Bigler, Brenizer, Fern. Second Row: E. Zihlman, G. Zihlman, "\Vilson, Christensen, IIadley, Corrough, Eells. 
MRS. H. E. EELLS 
MRS. GEORGE A. BAIRNSON 
MRS. H. N. ISRAEL 









MRS. R. B. TEARING 
SORORES IN COLLEGE 




Class of 1929 
GLADYS ANDERSON 
GARNET I-IADIN 
Class of 1930 
RACHEL CORROUGJ-1 
Class of 1931 
VIRGINIA PEDICORD 
PLEDGES 
MARY LOUISE BECK 
ALPH.\ CORINNE MAYFIELD 
MRS. I-f. A. \VATERS 
MRS. C. ]-[. STREETER 
MARVEL FERN 
BETHYL WILSO N 






PI TAU PHI 
Established in 1925 
0 0 L:D 
Back Row: Mrs. Buffum, Martzahn, ,Curtis, Alta Freeman. 
Middle Row: Gregg, Walters, Perry, Wiler, Bailey. 
First Row: BO"Wman, Bobbitt, Helmick, Emerson, ,vaite. 
Miss ALTA FREEMAN 






MRS. HUGH BUFFUM 
PATRONESSES 
HONORARY MEMBERS 
SORORES IN COLLEGE 
Class of 1928 
E'.'ELYN WAITE 
Class of 1929 
ALTA GREGG 
DOROTHY HELMICK 
Class of 1930 
IIELEN CURTIS 
MRS. Jom, w. CHARLES 







I 9 2 8 0 L D GO 
DELTA GAMMA LA1\1BDA 
Top Row: Herrling, Walton, Hatch, Rigdon, Terrill, Cooper. 
Second Row: Wroe, Busby, Cochran, Rc,yer, Freeburg. 
Third Row: Bachman, Cortright, Crane, Karr, Turkington, Pearson. 







Miss VERA ESTA RIGDON 
PATRONESSES 
HONORARY MEMBER 








MRS. 0. H. LEONARD 
l~EZ WALTON 





T HETA GAMMA NU 
First Row: K endall, Carey, Martins, Young, Morrical, Robinson, R abe. 
Second Row: Thompson, Graham, Busby, Iverson, \'Vickens, Brannon, Swallow. 










MRS. C. J. MENTZER 
HONORARY MEMBER 









Miss Lou RISA DILLO N 
ARDYS RABE 








28 OLD 0 OLD 
INTER-FRATERNITY COUNCIL 
Second Row: Prof. Charles, Martens, Dean Reed, Prof. Gemmill, Thompson. 
First Row: "Webber, "Welch, Fritze], Hopkins, 1Vaito. 
LESLIE REED 
FACULTY ADVISERS 







• DON WEBBER 
CHAUNCEY WELCH 
• TED MARTENS 
Fall !¥inter Spring 
MCCREEDY, W AITO MCCREEDY, WAITO MCCREEDY, WAITO A/pit.a Delta Alpha 
Alpha Theta Beta . 
Alpha Chi Epsilon 
Lambda Gamma Nu . 
WEBBER, DELZELL WEBBER, HARDEN WEBBER, HARDEN 
WELCH, JEWELL WELCH, FRETZEL WELCH, FRETZEL 
HOLLIS, POWERS MOORE, HOPKINS MOORE, HOPKINS 
Xanho . . . . . . MARTENS, THOMPSON MARTENS, THOMPSON MARTENS, THOMPSON 
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ALPHA THETA BETA 
Established in 1899 
Back Row: J"ohnstc,n, Harden, R. Shoemaker, F. Shoemaker, Meyers, Wright. 
Third Row: Stevens, Artus, Perry, Crabtree, Pederson, Delzell. 
Second Row: Grochowski, Willson, Taber, Kinser, Anderson, Graham. 
Front Row: Tripp, M, Webber, Heath, Puller, Dardis, Holmgren, Schubert. 
CHAPTER ROLL 
JOHN ANDERSON IVER HOLMGREN FRANK SHOEMAKER 
RUSSELL CRABTREE HOWARD JOHNSTON HAROLD STEVENS 
MILTON DELZELL GLENN KINSER ELMER TABER 
PETER GROCHOWSKI KE NN ETH MEYERS DONALD WEBBER 
EDGAR HARDEN ALBERT PEDERSON MALCOLM WEBBER 
GEORGE HEATH ELMER SCHUBERT CLEMENT WILLSON 
PLEDGES 
CLYDE ARTUS FRED GRAHAM RAYMOND SHOEMAKER 
FRANK DARDIS ARCI-IIE PERRY DAVID TRIPP 





Established in 1902 
• 
GOLD 
Back Row: Bevins, Beck, Lake, I{orf, Drury, Newman, Lynch. 
Third Row: Duea, Speers, G. Orr, Kingsbury, I-Iartman, 'l'hompson, Boyce, Barghahn. 
1...",~econd Row: Ted Martens, Orta le, Macon, Palmer, 0. Orr, L. Orr, H . lfartin, SchoJte, Cole. 
Front Row: Severe, Rhatigan, Burley, Lewis, StaJ.·k, Hardy, Willard. 
ACTIVE MEMBERS 
LLOYD WILLARD GEORGE NEWMAN KENNETH BARGHAJ-IN 
LOUIS ORR JOI-IN SPEERS HARRY MARTIN 
VVILLIAM LYNCH HERBERT KORF JESS COLE 
HERBERT GRAEBER HOWARD FLOWER MANOU BURLEY 
JOE DUEA LYNN BOYCE EUGENE CARNEY 
LAWRENCE OLSON CLARENCE RHATIGAN BEN BECK 
CLYDE DRURY FRANK LEWIS DEAN BEVINS 
vVALTER STARK GEORGE HARDY vVILLIAM HOLLAND 
LEONARD THOMPSON RUBEN SANDVEN ORVILLE ORR 
TED MARTENS ARTHUR BIELEFELDT GAY ORR 
HARRY MACON ELMER PALMER HAROLD HARTMAN 
PLEDGES 
ERNIE MARSHALL DURWARD ANDERSON BLISS "-'ILL0UGHBY 
LA Vosco SEVERE CLIFFORD BAKER J. B . LAKE 
LOUIS ORTALE BERT CHRISTENSEN GEORGE HELMKE 
DONALD HOUCK M ICKAEL KLIN0FF 
I 
I 9 2 8 OLD GOLD 
ALPHA CHI EPSILON 
Established in 1915 
• 
Back Row: Kissinger, Maxson, Hearst, Mueller, I-Iabrichter, Baxter, Cavana, Holm an, Cooper . 
Second Row: Welch, Reuter, Hughes, James, Wilson, W'hitcomb, Phaltzgrafl', LeMoine, Harmon. 
1.'hird Row: Nash, Manship, Greenley, McCuskey, Cable, I-Iurd, Brunner, Jones, Anderson, Paulson. 
Fourth Row: Davies, Jackson, Fritzel, Ellyson, Barnum, Latta, Jewell, Akin, Franke, Mikesell. 
MEMBERS 
Class of 1928 
E. M UELLER H. WILSON K. CREEN!.EY 
w. HOLEMA N H. \VuITCOMB F. Il u RD 
C. WELCH C. JEWELL A. PETERS 
Class of 1929 
J. LATTA R. MANSHIP H. REUTER 
V. BARNUM E. DAVIES P. ROBI NSON 
R. LE MOINE W. HUGHES F. HEARST 
I. KISSI NGE R 
Class of 1930 
w. MAXSON D. PFALTZGRA Fl· M. FRITZELL 
s. COOPER D. McCusKEY C. ELLYSON 
]-J. JAMES C. A NDERS0:-1 l\.1. CAVANA 
T. JACKSON 
Class of 1931 
D. BAXTER E. CABLE V. FRANKE 
C. PAULSON L. FORD 
PLEDGES 
P. AKIN L. HABR!CHTER L. MIKESELL 
L. BRUNNER D. JONES R. NASH 





Cg 2 S OLD 0 
ALPHA DELTA ALPHA 
Established in 1922 
National Social Fraternity 
Back Row: Scharff, Cooper, Swallow, McCreedy, PoltO'Jl, Craft, Kaiser, Wald, Davison. 
Third Row: Tellier, Buboltz, Dunahoo, Cundy, Berg, I-Iart, Pease, Boylan, rresch. 
Second Row: Heyer, Palmer, Boyle, Kyhl, Balyntine, Donels, Earwicker, Ryan. 


































C. CLAIR STANARD 
JULIUS TESCH 
FRANK TELLIER 






928 OLD a OLD 
LAl\1BDA GAl\1MA NU 
Established in 1923 
Front Row: Olikeman, l(athan, IIopkins, Patten. Petersen, IIollis, }.{oorc, Ross, Po'wers, Little, Patterson. 
Second Row: ·v. Miller, Ryan, ,vest, Goken, "\Vyant, L. VVayne Smith, Se,·e rin, ,vard, Grass, R. Smith, 
I-Iuber, Stevens. 
Thirci Roio: Co·wlislrnw, "\Vehrle, Isch, \Virtz, Bruggaman, Blake, Sawser, A. Miller, \Vendt, I{rieg, Grow. 
MR. L. I. REED 














MR. HUGH S. LOG ,\); 















REV. ERMIL B. FRYE 
MR. LEO HUGHE S 
WILLIAM SEVERI N 
REX SM ITH 
WAYNE SMITH 










0 928 LD 
CHI PI THETA 
Established in 1927 
GOLD 
Top Row : Wintz, \Vhitman , Robertson, KlueYer, Fa brick, B ergfald, r.r. Suchomel , Gembler\ H anson, 
Johnson. 


















FRED G EM BLER 
HILLIS J3ROWX 
C ,\RMON CALBREATH 
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COPYJUG)IS' 1927 (JOLLJ<;au HU)[OR PUllLlSJIIXG co. 
REPRODUCED .Bl' J:'ElDUSSIO:--
WHEN YOU FIRST CAME TO T. C. DID YOU KNOW 
That paddles aren't always used for canoes? 
That men who eat at the Caf. are not required to wear formal dress? 
That everything Pres. Seerley said, he told somebody else? 
That T. C. men use more bedclothes in winter than in summer? 
That you might not be the biggest man in your class? 
That Kenneth Rice wouldn't be good cooked? 
That Howard Page isn't part of a book? 
That T. C. Daras aren't as dumb as they look? 
That Harold Frost isn't Jack's uncle? 
That Dick Wilson isn't a son of the late Woodrow? 
That Margaret Wolff isn't dangerous? 
That Mrs. Walker is Dean of Women? 
That Katherine Rose isn't found in a flower catalog? 
That Prof. E. J. Cable isn't interested in men's athletics? 
That Prof. C. A. Fullerton can lead singing in chapel? 
That the Eells family doesn't live in water? 
That Edith Ford didn't come from Detroit? 

SORORITY 
KAPPA THETA Psr 
Signifying: Keep Them Pure. 
Founded: For no reason. 
Standing in Community: Very high? 
Ambition: To hold a "suite." 
Flower: Wall flower. 
Color: Blue. 
TAU SIGMA DELTAS 
Signifying: They Seldom Dissipate. 
Founded: So's to be noticed. 
(WHYS) 
V. 0. V. SIGMA PHI 
Signifying: Very Old Vuns Stay Put. 
Founded: By lonely girls. 
Standing in Community: Sitting. 
Ambition: To bump the Kappas. 
Flower: Forget-me-not. 
Color: Not as green as they look. 
PHI OMEGA Pr 
Signifying: Pop (strong). 
Founded: By astronomers. 
Standing in Community: On big feet. 
Ambition: To be the leader. 
Standing in Community: Not enough 
Flower: Century plant. 
Color: Black and blue. 
DELTA PHI DELTA 
Signifying: Darn Phi Do. 
. Founded: To worry the Dean. 
chairs. 
Ambition: To become a society. 
Flower: Poppy. 
Color: Dull gray. 
ALPHA BETA GAMMA 
Signifying: All Buy Gum . 
Founded: To wear a pin. 
Standing in Community: On de feet. 
Ambition: To be heavy daters. 
Flower: Tulip. 
Standing in Community: On top of the 
Color: Lipstick red. 
world. 
Ambition: To elect a May Queen. 
Flower: Gold Medal. 
Colors: Reel, White, and Blue. 
PHI SIGMA PHI 
Signifying: Poor Saps Pay. 
Founded: To raise sorority standards. 
Standing in Community: Upside down. 
Ambition: To win the Corey Trophy. 
Flower: Daze-he. 




Necessarily Depends Upon its 
Forrner Students and Alumni 
to send it a large proportion of its students. The over 10,000 
Alumni of the Iowa State Teachers College have an im-
measurable influence when it comes to determining whether 
young people shall attend college and where they shall attend. 
We Appeal to You 
to do your best to send us worthy young people who are will-
ing to become and capable of becoming first dass teachers. 
The College 
Is in session all the year. 
Secures positions for all who are prepared. 
Offers opportunities to prepare for any kind of a certificate. 
Classified in 1928 as Class A, Number 1, of Teachers 
Colleges. 
The Summer Session begins June 6, 1928, and at the same 
time Extension Summer Schools will be held for twelve weeks 
in five other cities of Iowa: Atlantic, Chariton, Clinton, 
Estherville, Le l\1ars. 
Help Us Get the Young People Into College 
IOWA STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE 
H. H. SEERLEY, President CEDAR FALLS, IOWA 
Waterloo's 
Finest Entertainment 
and the only 
Theatre of Its Kind 
in the State 
of Iowa 
Stage Band Shows 
Feature Acts 
and the Pick of All 
the Motion Pictures 
of the Leading 
Producers 
Shows Change Sunday 
and Thursday 
Doors Open Daily 1 :30 
Phone 876 
PRACTICAL 
"Why do you use three pairs of spec-
tacles, Professor Hollingsworth?" 
"Because I want one pair for reading, 
the other for looking a great way off, and 
the third I use when I am looking after 
either of the two others." 
CHANGE IN TIMES 
(As the Romanticists Would Have It) 
Were you a simple beggar maid 
And I a prince of old-
W ere all your rainment torn and frayed 
And mine of gleaming gold-
Still \,·ould I at your feet have laid 
This humble heart I hold . 
Were you a simple beggar maid 
And I a prince of old. 
(In the Language of Today) 
Your glad rags ain't the latest thing; 
In many ways you're "slow." 
You cannot shake a hoof or sing 
Like other gals I know; 
I dunno what it is you did 
That makes me wanna linger-
I know you've got me twisted, kid, 
Around your little finger. 
For My Lady 
Flowers Are the Thing 
OUR CORSAGES 
ARE MADE RIGHT 
$1.50 $2.00 $3 .00 
BANCROFT'S 
Store Phone 39 Office Phone 44 
See Our Window 
Page 281 
J. g ~ T 
11 ~ 
,-/fl, ' J ~~ 
6 
,9 P . M . 
For fair treatment, prompt attention 
, . (~ ~ quality ands~?~ 
Page 282 
YOU HAVE HEARD OF 
HEINZE'S 57 
Try Bill's Lunch 
and Get 
THE OTH E R 43 (Per Cent) 
CORRECT 
Fleming : "What shall I serve with 
onions and garlic?" 
Matron: "Listerine." 
Channey Welch : "What kinder bath-
tub you got up where you're boarding?" 
Houck : " I don't know-I've only 
been there a couple of weeks." 
FOR COAL AND LUMBER 
CALL OUR NUMBER 
Cedar Lumber Co. 
PHO NE 10 
Elmer H. Parman 
Jeweler 








Goodyear Tires Mobil-Oil 
Duca-Fender Body Work 
Day or Nit e 
BEHREN'S GARAGE 
Phone 72 Cedar Falls 
The pompous and influential looking 
man settled into the chair in the office of 
Dean Reed. 
"I have made my pile," he announced 
proudly, "and I want to do something 
for my old alma mater. I wish I could 
remember what studies I excelled in and 
" 
"Well," replied the Dean softly, "in 
Thompson's Public Finance class you 
slept most of the time." 




EIGHTH FLOOR TEAROOM 
A Wonderful Place to Take Your Friends 
Every time you are in Waterloo, plan to make a visit to our Eighth Floor 
Tea Room. Meals are served every day, excepting Sunday. Good home 
style cooking, plenteous portions, and excellent service always await you. 
Let us plan to help entertain your next party-your club-your sorority-
your society. Special attention is always given such banquets. 
THE JAMES BLACK DRY GOODS CO. 
WATERLOO, IOWA 
LIGHT THOUGHTS 
I adore light literature; the lighter the better. I do not care for the weighty tomes 
that contain the wisdom of the ages; they are too heavy for me; what I care for most 
is the gay, the frivolous, the light. 
If I had my way there vvould be nothing produced but light literature. All books 
and magazines and letters would be the lightest kind of writing. Anything else would 
be censored. 
No, I am not opposed to education and learning but I oppose heaviness in all literary 
work. 
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We furnish duplicates of any class or 
society pin ever made here. 
CHASE'S ON THE HILL 
2222 College Phone 66 
312½ MAIN ST. 
Prof. Fullerton: "This is going to 
hurt me more than it does you." 
Son: Well, don't be too hard on your-



























< > ! Tms MusT :::::NHAPPENED rn J.CPENNEYCG' { 
) > 
> Bird-Fancier: "Did I understand you .. qualit;y-al&11a;y• at a .aoin• " ~ 
< E . .+th St. East End of Bridge > 3 to say that the parrot I sold you uses im- WATERLOO, IOWA > 
< proper language?" READY-TO-WEAR APPAREL ; 
~ Miss Hogrefe: "Unbearable. Why, FOR MEN AND WOMEN > 
~ yesterday I heard him split an infinitive." Our 954-store purchas ing power enables us to ? 
> -Bas ton Advertiser. offer you high quality at unusually low prices. > 
; "Prom" and "Party" Dresses ? 




"'iVhere ya goin' ?" 
"To buy a wooden leg for a table of 
contents." 
"Where are YOU goin' ?" 
"To buy a drawer for a bureau of in-
formation!" 
A FAIR QUERY 
Son: "Oh , daddy, look at that man's 
bald head!" 
Finkenbinder: "Hush, the man will 
hear you!" 















Over Berg's College Hill 
Drug Store 












Bill H . '28: "I say, old man, can't 
you take a joke?" 
Eddie H. '27: "Sure, where do you 
want to go ?"- Swrlet Saint. 
THE 
COLLEGE: INN 
I. S. T. C. Headquarters 
THE BEST IN HOME 
COOKED FOOD 
SHORT ORDERS 




The Oak and the Mushrootn 
In the fields of Commerce and Nature, you find them. O ne growing 
stronger, giving more to humanity each succeeding year, the· other bursting 
into maturity over night and then into hasty oblivion. 
Sound Service is the secret of our growth, our success and our longevity. 
Iowa Headquarters for School Supplies, Furniture and Equipment. 
WRITE FOR CATALOG 
Try Our Service and B e Convinced 
Metropolitan Supply Company 
CEDAR RAPIDS, row A 
Phillip Shutt : "What kind of shoes 
do you think I ought to wear with these 
golf hose?" 
Mother: "Hip boots."-Pitt Panther. 
"PORTRAITS 





189 Bridge St. 
WATERLOO, IA. 
OucH! 
C lem: "l\llay I call upon you?" 
A lice: "Of course not." 
Clem: "Oh, I didn't mean tonight. I 
mean some cold, rainy night when I 
cou ldn't go anywhere else." 
PRINTING 
Dance Programs, Window Cards 
Tickets, Tags, Calling Cards 
Stationery, Etc. 
Holst Printing Company 









It seemed an eternity since I had heard 
her voice. An eternity of ceaseless and 
painful waiting. I remembered her first 
faint-breathed question and my own fer-
vid response. And now I awaited her 
next " ·ords " ·ith throbbing expectation. 
The seconds lengthened into minutes, and 
the minutes into ::eons of agony and sus-
pense. I had almost succumbed to de-
spair thinking that I had lost her forever 
when I heard her voice-hers-almost in 
my very ear, "Deposit ten cents for three 
minutes, please."-California Pelican. 
Bergfald: "Burdette, did you ever no-
tice what big dimples Dot has?" 
Burdette (spitefully) : "Dimples! 







First Nat'! Bank Corner 
Waterloo, Iowa 
"Expert S ervice" 
Mr. Gemmill : "All right--you can 
have the fur coat if you insist, but I can 
tell you right now, it means the poorhouse 
for me." 
Mrs. Gemmill : "Well, dear, just 
think of the impression it will make when 
I wear the coat to visit you there ." 
ASSOCIATE OFFICES 
Denver, Colo. Sioux Falls, S. D. Kansas City, Mo. Rockford, Ill. Cedar Rapids, low:i 
E. I. HEUER, Mgr. I. I-I . HEUER, Ass't Mgr. 
Pagr 288 
'Ghe j-{euer 'Geachers' AgencB 
309-310 Cedar Rapids Savings Bank Building 
CEDAR RAPIDS 
Ope rates in a ll Centra l and Western Sta tes to Pacific Coast 
Established in 19 11 Phones: Office, 1070; Residence, 3954-W 
+% COMM I SSION NATION \ liTIDE AND NAT IONALLY KNOWN 








213 Main Phone 830 
EMPIRE DAIRY 
PURE PASTEURIZED MILK 
AND CREAM 
LAWN CITY BUTTER 
Wholesale Butter and Eggs 
Phone 711 
ANNOUNCING 
A NEW ARRIVAL 
LUSTAQUIK 
Four-Hour Enamel-No Odor 
Easy to Apply 
Get It at 
Cedar Falls Electric Hardware 
:Mary W .: "I hear you're studying 
astronomy." 
Bill: "Not exactly; I'm taking box-
ing."-Texas Ranger. 
Severe : "When he fell out of the win-
dow did he hurt himself much?" 
Ortele: "No, he had on his light fall 
overcoat."-Brown lug. 




SNAPPY TIRE SERVICE 
"You A1 ust Be Satisfied" 
Vulcanizing Road Service 
Accessories 







Over Miller Shoe Store 




CEDAR FALLS IOWA 
Artistic Beauty Work 
Your Appearance Is Our Pride 
BUTTERFLY SHOP 
Phone 900 211 Main 
Page 290 
Musical Wants Promptly 
Attended To In 
Radios, Pianos, Sheet Music 
Band Instruments 
✓ 
Drop a Nickel in the Slot 
11,~ 
k °K' 
[ QUALITY GROCERIES l 
> ~ 
; .... AT A.... J 
< 
..;: 




I< Phone 154 KITCHEN'S GROCERY 
'K' 
'K' ~ 
> 415 Main St. 
~ ..;: 





















The street was thronged with thousands of hurrying pedestrians. Suddenly a worn-
an's cry rose shrilly above the noise of the passing . throngs. "Give me air," she 
shrieked. The crowds gasped and stood aside-and a woman triumphantly drove her 
























































LOW COST HAULING 
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER CO. 
OF AMERICA 
CEDAR FALLS, IOWA 
"Why didn't you find out her name 
when the professor called the roll?" 
"I did try to but she answered to four 
different ones!" 
Miss Lambert: "I suppose that you 
read Shakespeare." 
T. Jackson: "Oh, yes, I read all of his 
stuff as soon as it comes out."-Golden 
Bull. 
R. · L. APFEL 
SPORTING GOODS 
EXCLUSIVELY 
Gun, Bicycle, Phonograph, Lock 



































Baseball, Basketball, Football, > 
Tennis Supplies ; 





{(11•-4;'41,. IUJ ti' ti,. 
FLORENCE A. PFEFFER, Prop. 
Telephone 884-
Riviera Theatre Building Waterloo, Iowa 
And as Greetings to the Class of 
1928 may we extend our sincere 
wishes for success and prosperity 
and as you come back year after 
year to visit your Alma l\1ater--
J ust make 
Hotel Russell Lamson 
WATERLOO 










THAT INNOCENT PERIOD 
THIRTY YEARS Aco 
( According to Reports) 
8:00 P. M. 
He: "Isn't this pleasant weather?" 
She: "Very nice indeed." 
9:00 P. M. 
He: "Do you think McKinley will be 
elected?" 
She: "Yes, yes; let's talk about the 
election." 
10:00 P. M. 
He: "Isn't English literature interest-
ing?" 
She : "Yes, it's just lots of fun." 
10:30 P. M . 
He : "John Smith is in my class." 
She: He's in mine too." 
10:45 P. M. 
Page 2':12 
He: "I must be going." 
She: "Good night." 
Now 
8:00 P. M. 
He: "Isn't this pleasant weather?" 
She: (Censored.) 
9:00 P. M. 
He: "Grace!" 
She: "Ah-h-h gee-e-e !" 
10:00 P. M. 
He: "Um-m-m-111." 
She: "U 111-111-111-111." 
10:30 P. M. 
He : "Um-111-m-111." 
She: "U111-111-111-111." 
10 :45 P. M. "Um 
10 :50 P. M. 111-111-111 
10 :55 P. M. m-m-m-m-m." 
Lock: Click-click. 
She: "Damn!" 
-BUT I'M BROKE 
PHONE -1-3-1-3 
WATERLOO 
All \Vork Guaranteed 
G. OGAARD 
LADIES' TAILOR 
We ::\lake Suits, Coats and 
Dresses 
Lafayette Bldg. Phone 1333 
\VATERLOO, IOWA 
Geo. Long Tire Shop 
TIRES, TUBES AND 
ACCESSORIES 
VULCANIZING 
UNITED STATES TIRES 
ROAD SERVICE 




HEATING and PLUMBING 
312 MAIN ST. 
PHONE 21 
Of all the sad surprises 
There's nothing to compare 
With treading in the darkness 
On a step that isn't there. 
-Bison. 
CORRECT! 
Prof. Brown (in Psych. I): "What do 
you associate with the word 'mutton'?" 
Enetha K.: "Jeff." 
BUMPING THE BUMPS 
"vVhat is a detour?" 




TIP TOP TAVERN 
RESTAURANT 
Robinson: "I think that I'll run my wife for Congressman." 
Wallace : "Why?" 
Robinson: "Because she's so handy introducing bills into the house." 
It Pays to Look Well 
College Hill 
Barber Shop 
2216 College St. 
CLYDE LEwrs, Prop. 
17th Year on the Hill 
"Lady," said the beggar, "could you 
gimme a quarter to get where me family 
. ?" IS. 
"Certainly, my poor man, here's a 
quarter. Where is your family?" 
"At de rnovies."-Drexerd. 
College Hill 
Shoe Repair and 
Shine Parlor 
E. G. CARROLL 
222.J. College St. Phone 690 
KODAK FINISHING 
of the Quality Kind 
Our mail order customers re-
ceive the same service and quality 
work as do our local trade. 
College Hill 
Studio 
BROWN & PORTER 
2208 College Street 
Prof.: "Have you ever had hallucina-
tions?" 
Floyd Hurd: "Yes, twice. The first 
time it didn't take, but the second time it 
left a big scar."-Dartmouth Jack o'Lan-
tern. 
scttmL SUPPL I E5' 
• <:e<t. ii,-~ 
r<l}Js _ ___.._ _ 
J.S. LATTA1.!f· 
MAIL ORDER t10USE 
. . 
Everything for the Teacher 
and the School 
~.,, 
Page 294 
(( ebar jf alls 
l)Joolen Jltlls 
Formerly Nashua Woolen Mills, Nashua, Iowa 
Established in 1884 
Blankets Sweaters 
Wool Batts Yarns 
A complete line of Woven and Knitted 
Wool Fabrics 
We sell direct to the consumer 
Page 295 
]Hy Parents told me not to Smoke. 
I Don't. 
Nor Listen to a Naughty Joke. 
I Don't. 
They Told Me It Was Wrong to Wink 
At Pretty Girls or even Think 
About Intoxicating Drink. 
I Don't. 
To Dance or Flirt was Very Wrong. 
I Don't. 
Bad Men Chase Women, Wine and Song. 
I Don't. 
I've Never Kissed a Girl-Not One. 
In Fact, I Don't Know How It's Done. 
You May Think I Don't Have My Fun. 
I Don't. 
THE MIDNIGHT PROWLERS STRUTTIN' THEIR STUFF 
Pag 1' 296 
111~~ 
~ WE ARE T HE FIRST TO SAY HELLO $ 
:< WE ARE THE LAST TO SAY GOOD-BYE ~ 
'i ) ? ? CLARK'S TRANSFER AND STORAGE ~ 
> PHONE 70 -; > i !<J-= ===================== =================== iS < > < ~ < 'i 
-< PAGING CLYDE ARTUS ? < ~ < y < One freshman stayed up all night trying to see the point to one of his professor's .; 
-< y 
<g>, jokes, and then it dawned on hirn.-Carolina Buccaneer. y 








































An Accredited Training School For 
Beauty Special ists! 
Success in the Waterloo Training 
School for Beauty Specia lists qua lifies 






226-228 East Fifth St. 
WATERLOO, lOWA 




M .: "Ash can."-Stanford 
Desne Beauty Shop 
"Desn e'' Permanents Last Longer 
There's a Reason 
Dale Ross: "l\ly roommate is so lazy • 
that he hasn't been up in t ime to get to 
the bank in three \Yeeks." 
Holly : "That's nothing. Mine is so 
lazy that for two years the house janitor 





VERY FINE SELECTION 
OF HIGH GRADE FURS 
SPECIAL ATTENTION 
GIVEN TO GARMENTS 














































~(~ ' .? Special Price Made to , 
< T\\"O Students The 1 f ouse of Satisfaction ( ) ~ ) v ) ~ 
::'.> ::\Iak~ Appointments in Couples Phone 1689 21 Bridge St. ~ t 503 \V. -I-th Phone 39-1- \VATERLOO, IOWA ~ 
~~c~,1 
Pagr 29, 




2107 College St. Phone 626 
Marie: "I just got back from the beau-
ty parlor. I was there three hours." 
Russ : "Too bad that you stayed so 
long and then didn't get waited on."-





BACK OF OLD GOLD 
AND T. C. 
CECIL C. GRANT, 1\1. D . 
Citizens Savings Bank Bldg. 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
Hours: 9 to 12 A. M.; 2 to 5 P. M. 
and by Appointment 
Oflice P hone 220 Residence Phone 219 
Practice Limited to Eye, Ear, 
Nose and Throat 
HANSEN 
Physician and Surgeon 
Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat 
X-Ray 
Phone 100 315 1/z Main 
George A. Bairinson, 1\1. D . 
Physician and Surgeon 
311¼ Main 
Office Phone 118 Res. 360 
DR. W. L . HEARST 
Physician and Surgeon 
Opposite Banks 
Phone House 55 Office 6 
DR. C. W. AHRENS 
DENTIST 
Phone 84 
Over Berg's College Hill 
Drug Store 
Priscilla S.: "Isn't that good looking 
boy from Penn State?" 








LET US FILL YOUR 
PICNIC BASKET 
2212 COLLEGE ST. 
PHONE 605 
Irma McGee: "Shall I smg you the 
'Star Spangled Banner'?" 
Cripple : "No, I won't stand for it."-
Dartmoutl, Jack o'Lantern . 
BARNUM FouNDUM 
Shannon : "Why, I get twice as much 
sleep as you do." 
Polton: "You ought to. You've got 
twice as many classes as I have."-Ne-
braska Awgwan. 
E v e r yb o d y L i k e s 
~at/a-
Black Hawk Ham and Bacon 
THE RATH PACKING CO. 
WATERLOO, IOWA 
Page 299 
Pag e 300 
For the efficient and satisfactory hand-
ling of all liquids ranging in viscosity from 
gasoline and ether to the heaviest of crude 
oi ls and petroleum the Viking Rotary Pump 
is without equal. 
A simpler and better pumpmg principle 
combined \Yith workmanship and material 
of the highest quality make it a dependable 
and economical pump for all purposes. 
The Viking Pump Company 
CEDAR FALLS, IOWA WALKERVILLE, ONTARIO, CANADA 
WHERE'S THE Hoss? 
'. 'Are you busy tonight?" asked l\1r. 
Wellborn. 
"Oh, no, I'm not," gushed Maxine, 
with visions of a date floating before her 
eyes. 
"Then I'd advise you to correct your 
back work and hand it in tomorrow," was 
the disappointing reply.- Green Onion. 
Always Snappy, Missy, Youthful Styles 
at Lowest Prices in the City at 
STORES FOR WOMEN STORE NO. 18 
Pay Us a Visit and You W ill Be Convinced 
315 E. Fourth St. 
Fagan: "Son, what does this 60 on 
) our report card mean?" 
Billy: "I don't know, dad; maybe it's 
the temperature of the room." 
- Waterloo, Iowa 
"Is your girl dumb?" 
"Dumb? Why, she's so dumb she 
thinks that Woolworths belong to the Big 
Ten."-Red Cat. 
Prof. Lynch: "The Jazz Age is getting us. We are beginning to speak Anglo-
Saxophone." 
CHAS. SHER WOOD & SONS 
Floriffs 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL GROWERS 
CUT FLOWERS 




You'll Like lo Trade at 
LAUERMAN'S IN WATERLOO 
IT COSTS LESS THERE 
' 
When in W aterloo, meet your friends here, and do your shopping here, 
where everything is arranged for your convenience. 
Everything in Men's, Women's, and 
Children's Apparel 
Every thing for the Home 
Waterloo, Iowa 
Miss Aitchison: "Where is Berlin?" 
Clem J.: "In New Yark, writing a 
new song hit."-Brown lug. 
"I'm offering a prize for the laziest 
man in college and I think you'll win." 
"Aw right; roll me over and put it in 
my back pocket."-Purple Pel. 
Waterloo, Cedar Falls and Northern 
Railway Company 
CEDAR VALLEY ROAD 
Largest Railroad Taxpayer in Blackhawk County 
OPERATES 
Street Car Service in Cedar Falls, Street Car Service in Waterloo 
Interurban Service-Waterloo, Waverly, Cedar Rapids 
Blue and White Motor Coach Fleet 
We Wish to Thank the Students of the Iowa State Teachers College 
for Their Patronage 
~.,, 
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126 E. 4th St. at Sycamore 
W aterloo, Iowa 
As You Want It 
When You Want It 
The WOOLVERTON 
PRINTING CO. 
119 ¼ E. 4th St. "I've walked home from so many auto-
mobile rides I'm entitled to a 'Rhodes' 
scholarship!" 
CEDAR FALLS, row A 
A PLAY (ON WORDS) IN ONE OR TWO ACTS 
SCENE-A cafe in Spain. 
CAST- Two Americans and a waiter. 
WAITER : Are you H nngary? 
FIRST AMERICAN : Yes, Siam. 
WAITER: All right, I'll Fiji . 
SECOND AMERICAN: Bring us Turkey ·with Greece. 
(Exit waiter. Enter waiter, with platter.) 
WAITER : Don't break the China. 
FIRST AMERICAN (feeling dis ii) : This is Chile. J apan it? 
WAITER: Yes, in a Panama own. 
SECOND AMERICAN : Get us an Orange. 
WAITER: Yes, sir. I'll Serbia in a minute. 
(Exit waiter. Wales of impatient diners. Enter waiter.) 
SECOND AMERICAN: Waiter, Holland get the Bosphorus. 
WAITER : I think she's out, but Alaska. 
(Exit waiter. Enter waiter.) 
WAITER: She says to Russia out of her joint ; so I guess you'd better not Roumania. 
FIRST AMERICAN : D enmark dis bill. 
(Waiter marks the bill. Exeunt the Americans.) 





of Collegiate Distinctiveness Tea Room 
Cut Over Youthful Charts 




Ortale: "Hey, · you're snoring!" 
Pearlman: "Hon· do you know?" 
"I heard you." 
"Don't believe everything you hear!" 
-II a111ilton Royal Gaboon. 
No stone is left unturned in our 
effort to maintain the reputation 
,n have established for setting the 
standards for cleaning and dyeing. 
Those who seek dry cleaning at its 






CEDAR FALLS, IOWA 
112 W. 4TH ST. 
LUNCHEONS 
SHORT ORDERS 
Food Cooking Our Specialty 
Reservations for Special Occasions 
Phone 2--1-0W 2201 College 
Mr. Slutts: "Is that daughter at the 
piano? It sounds like she's playing with 
only one hand." 
Mrs. Slutts: "Yes, and I suppose the 
young man in there with her is playing 




Commencement time will soon be here. Our modern service can be a real 
help to you in making the most of your every article of apparel. 
We C lean, Press, Dye, Repair, Remodel. Consult us now about your 
clothes. You will find our Work and our Prices Highly Satisfactory. 
MITZE 
CLEANERS, DYERS, LAUNDERERS 
PHONE 303 120 MAIN ST. 
If leaving Cedar Falls, you will find our Parcel Post 
Service very convenient. We pay all return charges. 




A good portrai t is a true likeness that por-
trays the individual character of the sitter. 
Photographs tell the story .... 
PIERCE STUDIO 
726 West 4th Street 
THE WRONG FLAVOR 
Phone 1523 
Waterloo, Iowa 
The Most Helpful Magazine for Elementary Teachers 
NORMAL INSTRUCTOR., 
anct PRJMARV PlANS 
' 11....,.""rolC..,.,, olThoolNu<l'nntodl , onlt , ,. .. ollN.-
He: "I always kiss the stamps on your 
letters, because I know that your lips 
have touched them." 
NORMAL INSTRUCTOR 
and PRIMARY PlANS 
Publis hed monthly during the school year from Sep-
tember to June inclusive-ten large, handsome num-
bers filled with the best and most usable teaching 
material obtainable. 
She: "Oh, dear! and to think that I 
dampen them on Fido's nose." 
Paqe 306 
Subscription Price $2.00 Per Year 
Sample Copy on Request 
F. A OWEN PUBLISHING COMPANY 
DANSVILLE, N. Y. 
Also Publishers of a large line of helpful books for teach-
ers, supplementary readers, etc. Send for catalogue. 
11 ~•-~g k , ______________ .;_ ___ _ _______ _____ ______ - > 
~ ; 
! CL!!!~I~WATEACHE~!:oz,~I!.~.Y 3! % j 
C We place Good Teachers in Good Positions at small expense to them 1 
~ FREE REGISTRATION TERRITORY ~~~~:~~ ~~~TES :; 


















































,/ lVIoRAL OF MRS. WALKER'S LECTURE 
A bird in th~ hand is bad table rnanners.-Virginia Reel. 
Absent-minded Professor ( after kissing 
his wife and two daughters): "Now, 
girls, what is the lesson for today?"-
Pennsylvania Punch Bowl. 
Wyth-Lamb 
Shoe Co. 
Cedar Falls Iowa 
Co-Ed : "Do you serve fish here?" 
Waiter: "Certainly, we cater to every-
one."-Boston Beanpot. 
Bring Your Drapery 
Troubles To Us 
Battleship Linoleum for Schools 
Cork Carpet 
Rubber Matting 
Large Velour Curtains and 
Rigging for Theatre, School and 
College Auditoriums 
2 
< . Recent Installations 
-S Columbia College 
2 Iowa State Teachers College 
< Ion·a School for Blind 












































~ West Waterloo High ~ N rn· Junior High School, > k > 
k Madison, Wisconsin > 
~ New University of Wisconsin ~ 
k "You give me an awful pam 111 the Theatre ; 
~ neck," said Strangler Lewis to Big Munn. ~ 
~ HUGHES DRY GOODS CO. ~ 
kk) V i k j 
kk) CEDAR FALLS, IOWA :; 





FRUITS-Choicest of Season 
GROCERIES 
Quality Unsurpassed 
~1EATS-Tasty and Tender 
W. ·». RICH 
For Service and Satisfaction 
f 
Phones 98-99 202 Main 
Alumnus of I. S. T. C., 1917 
\VANTED-To correspond with some 
refi ned young lady. Object, matri-
mony. I am a handsome young fe ll ow 
of about 26 years, a member of Alpha 
Theta Beta fra t. and one of the 
brightest lights of the school. Photos 
glad ly exchanged. Chauncey \ \Telch. 
Mary had a little lamb, 
You've heard it oft before-
And then she passed her plate again 
And had a little more. 
-Vassar Vagabond. 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
Your friends can buy anything 
you can give them-except your 
PHOTOGRAPH 
To assure them of quality make 
an appointment at 
LIND CAMMACK STUDIO 
Phone 1402 
21.+Yz E. 4th Waterloo, Iowa 
The cover for this. annual 
was created by 
The DAVID J. 
MOLLOY CO. 
2857 N. Western Avenue 
Chicago, Ulinois 
Q8 lli-r, MolloyModit 
Co"cr bitar• 1hi1 
crCSU mark on rht 
'-acJ.lid-
The tightest Scotsman in the world is 
the one who starved to death in a contin-
uous picture house after getting 111 on a 
comp.-Nebraska Awgwan. 
I. S. T. C. 
and ALUMNI 
Let Us Quote You On 
ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT 
Our Aim Is Probably Yours 
"Best Quality at Lowest Cost" 
Our quotations will cost you 
nothing. Your order may save 
you money. In other \Yords we 
are glad to serve you. 
CROSS & CO. 
~ 111 
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MAKE THIS THEIR HOME 
WHILE IN 
CEDAR FALLS 
"Pack my trunk, Phillip," trumpeted 
the elephant as he reached forth for more 
peanuts. 
"That's a likely tale," screamed the 
pooch as he pursued the Angora cat. 
"All's not gold that glitters," squeaked 
the mouse as he looked up into the eyes 
of the cat. 
Everhart ( seated at the table) : "Will 
yo~1 have a little shrimp, dear?" 
The Dear: "Why, Shorty, this 1s so 
sudden!" 
:Miss Kline: "Oh, I don't see how 
those boys are ever going to get the mud 
off those pretty uniforms." 
Mr. Goken: "Gee! What do you 
think they have a 'scrub team' for?" 
Graeber: "Say, can you dig up a girl 
for the party tonight?" 
Martens: "Sure, but why not take a 
live one?" 
The Eating Place in Cedar Falls 
New Acme Cafe 
35c Dinners Daily 
Special Sunday Dinners 50c 
A la Carte Service Continuously 
Special Attention to Parties 
and Banquets 
THE NEW ACME 
Mr. Jackson: "Kinser, how 1s steel 
wool obtained?" 
Kinser: "From the hydraulic ram, I 
s'pose." 
Marie: "Shure, 'Rus,' you'd better be 
takin' the street car home." 
Blake: "Sno ushe; they wouldn't let it 
in the house." 
Prof. Condit : "Russell, did you ever 
have trigonometry before?" 
Crabtree : "No; pneumonia left me this 
\,\ray." 
Webber: "I thought you took Latin 
last year, Clyde." 
Drury: "I did, but the faculty encored 
n1e." 
Miss Freeman: "Don't you think Mr. 
Kurtz is a wonderful conductor?" 
Ruth Wood: "Really, I don't know. 
I use the street car so seldom." 
Shoemaker: "Surveying a little?" 
Baker: "No, surveying a lot." 
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e Point with Pride 
to thU Year Book 
HISTORY has proven that our highly 
trained, thoroughly experienced 
personnel, coupled with a modern 
equipped plant, working in close 
harmony and co-operation with the 
staff of any college year book, will 
produce as artistic and perfect a 
book as it is humanly 
possible to construct 
Economy Advertuing Company 
IOWA CITY, IOWA 
ADVERTISERS INDEX 
NAl\IE PAGE NAl\IE PAGE 
Acme Cafe ·······················-·-···············.309 International Harvester Co . .......... .... 291 
Dr. C. W. Ahrens ............................. .298 Iowa State Teachers College ... ........... 280 
Apfel Sporting Goods ......................... .291 Johnson Christensen Co. ,···················.293 
Dr. G. A. Bairinson --·-··· ·····.·············.298 Kitchen's Grocery ............. .................. .291 
Bancroft Flowers ............. .... .............. .281 Latta School Supplies ......................... .29-J. 
Behrens Garage .................. ............... .283 Lauerman's ................ , .......................... 302 
Bill's Lunch .......... .................. , ........... .283 Lewis Barber Shop ............•................ .29-l-
Bickenbach Millinery -·-····················.289 Lind-Cammack Studio ... .................... .308 
Black Hawk Hotel ............................. .309 Long's Tire Shop ............................... .293 
Blacks ................................................. .284 Molloy's .................... ..................... .... .308 
Blue Bird Tea Room ........................... 304 Metropolitan Supply Co . ......... ........ .287 
Booth-] oseph Co. . .............................. .288 Mendelson ........................... .............. .303 
Brown's Tire Service ......................... .289 Miller-Wohl Co . ................... ... ......... .301 
Buchanan ............................................ .293 Mitze Laundry Co. ··••············,············305 
Butterfly Shop ................................... .290 Normal Instructor ............................. .306 
Carroll's Shoe Shop ........................... .294 Ogaard Tailor ................................... .293 
Cedar Lumber Co. ········,·····················.283 Olson Studio ......... ............................... 290 
Cedar Falls Woolen Mills ................. .295 Parman ............................................ .... .283 
Chase's Jewelry Store ....................... .285 Penny's ............ .. ............................... .. .285 
Clark's Dray and Transfer.. ............. .297 Pierce Studio ..... .. .................. ........ .... .306 
Clearing House Banks ........ , ............. .286 Pitzes ................................................. .297 
Clinton Teachers' Agency ................... .307 Rath Packing Co . ............................... .299 
Co-Ed Inn ......................................... .298 Rich Grocery ..................................... .308 
College Hill Barber Shop ................... .294 Riviera Gift Shop ....... .......... ........... .... 292 
College Hill Studio ............................ 294 Royal Furrier ..................................... .297 
College Inn ........................ ............... .286 Rugg's Fruit and Grocery ................. .299 
Cross ................................................... .308 Seehawk Studio ................................. .287 
Desne Beauty Shop ............ ........ ....... .297 Sherwood .................................... , ........ 301 
Economy Advertising Co. ,··················312 Standard Glass and Paint Co ............ .289 
Empire Dairy ................................ ..... .289 Tanguey McGinn Hotel Co . ........... .292 
Flint Studio ....................................... .292 Tip Top Tavern .................................. .294 
Glasgow Tailors ................................. .304 Townsend & MerrilL ....................... .282 
Dr. C. C . Grant ................................. .298 Vanity Beautte Shop ......................... .286 
Dr. Hansen ....................................... .298 Veatch Studio ...... .. , ....... ....................... 285 
Dr. W. L. Hearst ............................ ... .298 Viking Pump Co ................................. 300 
Heuer Teachers' Agency ................... .288 Unique Cleaners ................................. .304 
Holst Printing Company ................... .287 Waterloo Engraving Co ................ .... .311 
Hughes Dry Goods ............................. .307 W ., C . F. & N. Ry. Co . ................... .302 
Hutchinson Ice Cream ....................... .288 Willard and Alexander ....................... .290 
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And now before the final curtains fall 
We beg your leave to bid you all adieu. 
So here we are to take our curtain call, 
And smile and bow our thanks to all of you. 
We thank our readers and our loyal staff, 
For helping us to make this yearbook be, 
A worthy and attractive photograph 
Of student life at old I. S. T. C. 
We've played the parts you've chosen us to take, 
YV e hope that you will think we've played them well. 
Our act is over. Now for T. C.'s sake, 
\Ve wish you luck, and bow our last farewell. 
We close the finest annual up to date, • 
Of the dearest, finest college in the state. 
Po em-ELEANOR HUGHES 
Art-PAUL JACOBY 
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